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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
Reinforced concrete has been used for building construction for 
ove-r 100 years after receiving recognition as a construction material 
for boats and flower pots• Louis Lambo.t of ·France first used reinforced 
concrete as we know it in 1848 when he built a small rowboat using thin, 
iron straps to form a metal grid which he covered with wire netting and 
plastered with mortar.·(S) The total thickness of his 12 foot rowboat 
was approximately 1 to l~ inches, relatively thin when we consider normal 
reinforced concrete construction. 
Lambot's reasons for using concrete for his boats are much the same 
advantages.we think of today in .. relation .to material selection for agri-
cultural applications. They are: 
1. Savings in initial cost of construction. 
2. Savings in maintenance. 
3. Speed of construction, 
4. Impermeability. 
S. Immediate·repairs in case of damage~ 
6, Incombustibility. 
7. Strength and durability. 
Lambot's boats were.quickly followed by reinforced concrete tubs 
for orange. trees, designed by Monier in. 1849, and constructed of a mesh · 
of iron.rods covered with mortar. w. B. Wilmenson patented the first 
structural reinforced concrete construction system in England.the fol-
lowing year, 1850, a floor and.roof system reinforced with second hand 
mining rope~ 
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Reinforced concret~ was adapted for construction in.Germany and· 
Englan4 by 1885, The first completely reinforced concrete,building in 
America was built in 1903. In recent years, reinforced concrete has had 
even greater acceptance and' use with the introduction .. of pres tressed 
frames, decorative panels, shell structures and new and better handling 
and erection facilities for precast elements. Still, with all.the new 
methods and applications, concrete has had limited acceptance as a 
structural material for American agriculture.· 
The above is not to imply that concrete is not us.ed it). American 
agriculture. American agriculture is one of t~e largest users of port-
land cement concrete. The use is primarily for paved feedlots, floors 
and foundations for large structures, silos and underground tanks. 
While concrete is used for floors and foundations, the structures are 
usually prefabricated metal structures or pole frame.structures. 
Concrete has made some inroads in recent years in structures for 
agriculture with the introduction of tilt-up wall panels. Although the 
idea itself is not new, new tilting methods have been developed by ag-
ricultural engineers at Texas A. & M. University that have found favor 
with the farmer-builder. These men developed a tilting frame, made with 
common iron pipe, that allows the farmer.to erect his own wall panels 
using the farm tractor, and avoiding the expense of heavy equipment. 
Gin pole· trucks, available in. most .small communities in the Southwest, 
can also be used at minimal cost and allow a greater freedom in casting 
and erecting as compared to the tractor and tilting-frame method that 
requires the panel to be cast where it is to be erected. 
Small concrete plants and rural contractors have.made a serious 
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effort, and with much success, of marketing tilt-up buildings in much 
of the Midwest. The panels are usually cast-in,their own yard and 
trucked to the site, rather than being cast on the site on prepared beds 
or concrete floors. Most contractors have utilized the Texas A. & M. 
design or their own modifications.. This particular tilt-'up panel is 
designed primarily to resist tilting moments, rather than actual build-
ing loads. Therefore, most are overdesigned for the actual building 
loads, the exception being grain storage structures. 
Concrete, as stated by Lambot, has many advantages when we consider 
the rigors to which a building for agriculture is subjected. Agriculture 
needs buildings that are fireproof, rodent proof, require little main~ 
tenance, and are impervious to the manure and urine encountered in live-
stc;i.ck operations. Concrete can provide such structures. However, before 
concrete structures can receive wide acceptance in agriculture, they must 
be competitive in.price and time of erection. To do so, they must in~ 
corporate maximum utilization of materials, minimize cost of fabrication,· 
and reduce erection costs with lighter building elements and improved 
met~ods of erection. 
One method of better utilization of material is suggested by Nervi 
(l 7)in his book, Structures. Nervi implies that concrete in close 
proximity to steel reinforcement exhibits higher strength properties 
th.an plain concrete. If such an effect does exist and can be obtained 
economically, there is a real possibility that a savings in precasting 
of structural elements, or a reduced weight and savings in transport of 
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precast elements and erection, can be obtained. The·latter would be 
especially important in rural construction, where special :lifting equip-
ment is often unavailable. 
The Problem 
Proximity effects of reinforcement in thin concrete sections were 
investigated to determine if close spacing of reinforcement reduced de~ 
formation under load for uncracked and.cracked specimens and increased 
ultimate strength. No specific applications were considered in the 
design of the experiment. However, if such improved properties could be 
obtained economically by using minimum spacing of reinforcement, many 
applications could be made in structures and facilities for agriculture. 
A series of tests were conducted using small.concrete panels with 
one way reinforcement. The panels were tested as simple beams and the 
results were evaluated to determine if close spacing of reinforcement 
had a significant effect on deformation and ultimate.strength of thin 
concrete sections. Quantities pertinent to the problem were identified 
and a set of dimensionless parameters developed and tested. Evaluation 
of the results were made by the application of similitude and statisti-
cal analysis. 
The Objectives 
1. Obtain data suitable for determining if spacing effects have a 
significant effect on stiffness and ultimate strength of rein-
forced concrete. 
2. Develop prediction equations that describe proximity effects of 
concrete reinforcement on the deformation and ultimate strength 
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of concrete panels subjected to flexure. 
3. Compare prediction equations.obtained.with existing design pro-
cedures that have been developed for conventional reinforcement. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Applied research in reinforced concrete has usually been directed 
at specific application areas; bridges, building frames, special .struc-
tures and.etc. As most structures of reinforced concrete are rather 
massive, large.diameter reinforcement and relatively low strength con-:-
crete are incorporated into the design. The large bars and wire rein-
forcement are used to. minimize labor in.alignment and placement of the 
reinforcing. Low strength concrete is low cost concrete; and adequate 
for most applications in commercial structures. Therefore, most.studies 
use large bars and lower strength concrete in their investigations, 
Little information is available on the use of small.wire reinforcement 
and.high strength concrete to minimize dead load and erection costs where 
equipment for handling heavy sections or structural.elements is limited. 
Precast and prestressed concrete structural elements have to be 
designed for minimum dead loads, both to minimize the dead load of the 
structure they must support and to reduce hauling and.erection costs. 
As such, fabricators have utilized higher strength concretes, high 
tensile strength wire, quality control and skilled personnel to obtain 
better utilization of materials of construction. One result of this 
interest in better utilization of materials is new interest in crack 
spacing and crack arrest and a more. careful study of previous works. 
One method of eliminating cracking of concrete.in the tensile stress 
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regions of slabs or beams is through prestressing. This practice puts 
the.concrete normally in ten!;lion.under compressi-Qoe sttess·by.preloading, 
or presttessing the membet with a reversed mome~t. This is accomplished 
by preloading the reinforcement, or prestressing it~· Then, when,normal 
design·. loads. are appli,ed, they· tend to can.eel. out the pres tressed load 
and the concrete that was previously under compressive stress now ap-. 
proaches zero stress. In the same.mariner, the concrete that 'was subject-:-
ed to light -tensile stresses now.assumes compressive·stress. However, 
prestressing requires costly facilities, trained technicia:i;i.s~ and little. 
effort ha!;I been made by prestress companies to enter.the farm market. 
The latter may seem a bit ironic.to many·as.the first.application of 
prestressed.construction.in America was.for agriculture, prestressed 
concrete fence posts. 
Ferro-Cemento 
P. L. Nervi of Italy developed a metho.d of reinforced concrete con-
struction si.J;nila~ to Lambot's, using very thin, highly reinforced sec.:. 
tions. Nervi used.conventional·bar reinforcement to obtain.the frame.or 
shape desired'for his .. structural member and then, stacked several layers 
of wire mesh (plaster base) either side of the frame. He then forced 
high strength mortar between the. wires from either side, troweling it in 
place with little cover over the outs.ide layer of mesh~ The mesh used 
was soft steel, 0.02 to 0.06 inches in diameter, with a mesh spacing of 
approximately 3/Sths of an inch. Since he had no theoretical explana-
tion for the high strength.properties of his ferro-cemento.pari.els, Nervi 
used model analysis and test specimens extensively .in his design. 
These ferro-cemento structu,ral sections had steel reinforcement 
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throughout all stress areas and showed all the mechanical characteristics 
of a homogeneous material.. One concrete plank tested was only five-· 
eighths of an inch thick, yet had twelve layers.of mesh, 0.13 pounds per 
square foot per layer or 1.57 pounds per squat'e foot, equivalent to about 
30 pounds. of steel reinforcement per cubic foot of conoret.e. Under test, 
visible cracks did not appear in the concrete u~til the steel was 
stressed to nearly its proportional limit, or yield point, In one ex-
periment, Nervi dropped a 550 pound weight from a height of 10 feet .on 
a five by five foot panel, one and three sixteenths of an inch thick. 
The panel did not fail but only yielded and cracked in the area of im-
pact. 
Nervi liked the freedom of form his ferro-cemento afforded. As 
such, he used it for structural members in graceful, free-form buildings, 
as reusable forms for floors, roof decks and bei:tms, ·and for construction 
of commercial fishing boats and pleasure craft, The high impact resist-
ance of th,e ferro-cementa hull, plus the fact that the fine cracks that 
did occur did not leak and tended to heal with time, made his material 
ideal for boat construction. 
Boat construction using Nervi's method of reinforced concrete con-
struction is currently receiving wide interest. Hurd(g) refers to 
Australian and New Zealand interest in ferro-cemento for boats as well 
as refrigerated storage structures, storage tanks and water troughs for 
agriculture. This meth.od of construction is economically feasible in 
craft of the thirty to fifty foot length category 
Crack Arrest 
Batson(Z) investigated the mechanics of crack arrest in concrete 
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with closely spaced wire reinforcement and based his theoretical approach 
to crack arrest on research in the field of fracture mechanics. He as-
sumed that the extension of cracking can be limited or contained by 
closely spaced reinforcement. Microcracking, which starts at an inter-
nal flaw in the concrete, will propagate out from the initial area with 
no tendency for the concrete and the reinforcement to move relative to 
each other. The rods and the concrete are stretched equally. At the 
crack edges, however, the longitudinal extension due to the stress 
singularity is resisted by the stiffer rods. The distributed bond stress 
in the reinforcement acts as a series of finite pinching forces to pre-
vent further propagation of the crack edge. In this manner, the crack 
will be contained by surrounding rods and will not propagate beyond the 
rods until the bond stress of the concrete is exceeded. Also, by plac-
ing reinforcement throughout the complete tensile area of the beam, 
cracks starting at the lower surface or near the lower surface of the 
beam will not propagate up to the neutral axis, as is the normal assump-
tion for beams with reinforcement.located in one plane. 
Batson used both plain wire and wire mesh, 16, 20 and 34 standard 
wire gage, as well as standard reinforcement in his experiments. Verti-
cal and horizontal wire spacings were 0.500, 0.333 and 0.167.in. re-
spectively, for the above wire sizes. Wires were placed throughout the 
tensile section of the beams and a sand mortar, 2.5 parts sand to cement 
and a water-cement ratio of 0.45, was used to facilitate placing of the 
concrete with the closely spaced wire. The specimens tested were model 
beams, six and one half feet long. The beams were haunched with an 
eighteen inch long test section of constant cross section at midspan. 
The test .section was three inches wide and five inches deep. 
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Results of Batson's investigations indicate a clear.relationship 
between ultimate strength of beams and average spacing of reinforcing 
wire. However, this relationship was noted only for wire spacings of 
less than one qalf inch with a significant rise in ultimate strength 
occurring at wire spacings of about 0.3 in. to 0.4 in. An average in-
crease in ultimate strength of fifty per cent over beams with wire 
spacings of 0.6 in. was noted for beams with 0.2 in. wire spacing. 
In 1933, Westergaard(Z3) extended the Hertz theory of contact 
stresses to estimate the effects of cracks on concrete in the compres 
sion area of reinforced concrete beams in bending. He found that at 
crack locations, the compressive strains in the concrete above the 
crack, in the direction of the beam, are not proportional to the dis-
tance from the neutral axis. He also developed an equation for approxi-
mating the distance. to the centroid of bond stresses on either side of a 
crack, based on measured crack width, for reinforcement stressed below 
its proportional limit. This distance, u, was used by Westergaard to 
determine the magnitude of elastic weights to compute deflection of beams 
due to cracks. This distance, u, is approximated as: 
u = 
where; 
E A Z 
s s 
2T 
u = distance from the crack to the center of gravity of the 
diagram of bond stresses 
E = modulus of elasticity of steel, psi s 
A = area of steel, square inches 
s 
z = crack width, inches 
T = total tension in the steel at the crack 
(1) 
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This revised picture of crack effects suggested to him the relative ad,.. 
vantages of smaller sizes of reinforcement! 
Rumaldi and Mandel (20) conducte,d studies on the performance of 
short wire reinforcement uniformly distributed and closely spaced in. 
concrete in tension. · This study was an extension of work by Rumaldi and 
Batson(l9). Mandel used, varying aroounts of short wires, two inches in 
length, distributed in the concrete in the mixer in the final states of 
mixing, for constructing his test beams. Sand mortar was used for the 
concrete. The beams tested were small in cross section, one and three 
fourths inches wide by three inches deep. Mandel determined the amount 
of reinfqrcement performing in.actual tension by determining the orien-
tation of random rods in infinite space and arrived at the conclusion 
that 41% of his reinforcement was effective. His ratio of steel rein-
for cement., to concrete was varied from 2 .1% to 4. 3%, or an actual. effec,.... 
tive ratio, p, .of 1% to 2, 52%. For very close spacings, he obtained a 
theoretical increase in strength ratio to conventional reinforcement 
from 2.5 for the 0.2 inch spacing to 1.2 for the one inch spacing, with 
a rapid increase when the spacing was reduced to 0.5 inches or less. 
One factor that was apparently missed by Mandel was the fact that 
his beam widths were less than the length of his wire specimens. This 
would result in.a higher percentage of the wires having an effective 
orientation. Also, with such narrow, shallow beams, he had a pronounced 
edge effect in that all wires coming into contact with the bottom of the 
form.would be re-oriented in a favorable position to give much more.re~ 
inforcement in the direction of stress than the 1% to 2.52% computed, 
These wires reoriented by the forms would be located in the area of 
highest tensile stress. Therefore, he would have more reinforcement 
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where it was most needed. 
Other Materials for Reinforcement'-
Ha~es and Simons(B) have developed.a reinforced stucco using short 
fiberglass fibers mixed.in the concrete. This·is used as·a stressed 
skin for concrete block in lieu of mortar joints for masonry construc-
tion. The mixing techniques are similar to those used by Mandel~ in~ 
traducing the reinforcement in the final stages of mixing. No durabil-
ity tests have been conducted on the effective life of the fiberglass 
reinforcement. 
Many problems have been encountered in attempts to use fiberglass 
as reinforcement in concrete. One limitation is the fact that the alkali 
in the concrete.causes deterioration of the bonding agents used in the 
manufacture of fiberglass. Russian studies(ZS) showed deterioration of 
all strands tested unless coated with synthetic resins. With the use of 
synthetic resins, however, they found improved bond and no deterioration 
after 30 months. 
Materials such as jute and polypropylene fibers have also been used 
for closely spaced reinforcement. Billig(4) used jute sacking as a form 
and reinforcement for reinforced parabolic structures for low cost 
dwellings in India, He also used similar construction for his Patrick 
Huts, prefabricated barracks constructed in the early '40's in England. 
The prefabricated roof and wall haunched panels consisted of a steel re-
inforced edge beam with a thin, sacking reinforced curved section plas-
tered between the edge beams. 
Shell Chemical(26 ) conducted studies of the use of polypropylene 
fibers, or packaging twine, for non-load bearing panels. The purpose of 
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the reinforcement was to improve handling characteristics and reduce 
damage in handling precast units. Fibers were mixed in the concrete in 
the final stages of mixing, 0.2 to 0.1% by weight, and the panels tested 
in bending. Increases in tensile strength of 30% to 50% were recorded. 
The durability of this material is questionable but for short term 
handling applications, it is apparently effective. 
CHAPTER III· 
REINFORCED CONCRETE THEORY . 
Tw"o methods of .reinforced concrete design are currently used; the. 
Working Stress Design and the Ultimate Strength Design. The working 
stre$s design is applicable for determining stress and strain in.rein"". 
forced concrete when the stresses are elastic~ This limits its use to 
situations where steel stresses are less than the yield strength of the 
reinforcement and where concrete stresses are in the relatively linear 
portion of a stress-strain plot for a particula+ concrete, usually less 
than one half ultimate.strength of the concrete. The working stress 
design ,method can be U$ed for either uncracked or cr.acked section design. 
Until a reinforced concrete beam. cracks, it will. perform. as a homogeneous· 
me~ber.and the concrete will·carry tensile stresses. The ultimate 
strength design .method is.used in·determining the ultimate load carrying 
capacity of .a reinforced concrete member and on1y considers a fully 
cracked section with stresses in the reinforcement and the concrete ap""'. 
preaching failure conditions. 
Straight Line Theory 
Deflection of a.cracked beam performing in the elastic range can 
best be estimated by using the transformed section analysis method. 
Stress and strain relationships are given in Figure 1, 
The straight line theory for a cracked section assumes all concrete 
1 /. 
Figure 1. Straight.Line Theory 
St-ress and strain relationships in.the above.diagram are based on the following 
assumptions. 
1. Strains have a linear variation. 
2. Both. steel and concrete have a constant'E. 
3. Concrete carries no tensile stresses. 
I-' 
Vl 
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taking tensile stress is cracked and therefore, effectively absent. The 
reinforced section then.consists of the concrete in compression above the 
neutral axis and the steel in tension below the neutral axis. The area. 
of steel re.inforcement, A , is transformed to an equivalent area of con~ s . 
crete by multiplying As by n, the ratio of Es to Ec. The neutral axis 
is then located and the moment of inertia aQd ot~er properties of t~e 
transformed section computed. The transformed section analy~is method 
is limited to materials performing in the elastic range. 
The straight line theory assumes all concrete cracks due to tensile 
stresses in a beam will progress to the neutral axis. This is not true 
in that concrete can.take tensile stress, as much as fifteen percent 
ultimate_compressive strength for some concrete. However, the error in 
determining moment of inertia due to this assumption is small and, for 
ctacked beams stressed within the working range, can be ignored for sim-
plicity and convenience. 
When-stresses in the concrete or steel exceed.the limits of elastic 
behavior, they are no longer linear·as shown in Figure 1 and the neutral 
axis will move down or up, depending upon whether the concrete or the 
steel reinforcement· is overstressed. If this occurs, the moment of 
inertia of the section will change and the straight line theory will no 
longer'be applicable in.determining the properties of the section. 
Ultimate Strength Theory 
The ultimate strength theory, suggested by Whitney<24 >, assumes that 
strain distribution remains linear in concrete stressed to the crushing 
strength but the stress distribution is not linear. This is based on 
the assumption that at loads near failure, the concrete at the.compres-
sive face of the member has passed the proportional limit of the con-
crete. The stress-strain relationship fo.r ultimate strength theory. is 
given in Figure.2. 
c = k k f'bk d 
b e: 1 3 c u c 
t 1d I 
---·- ! di d-k2kud 
A 
_l s 
• • • 0 
e: T = A f s s s 
Figure 2. Ultimate Str.ength Theory 
Stress and strain relationships in the above diagram are based on 
the following assumptions: 
1. Strains are distributed linearly. 
2. When concrete reaches limiting strain (0.003 to 0.004), it 
crushes. 
3. No tension in the concrete. 
where; 
k1k3 = ratio of average compressive concrete stress in beam at 
failure to f '· , 
c 
= ratio of maximum concrete compressive stress in beam to 
cqmpressive stress of standard cylinder. 
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= ratio of average compressive stress to maximum compressive 
stress. 
... 
area of stress block < 
= 1 
area of enclosing rectangle 
= 0.42 (general assumption) 
The stress distribution in the concrete in compression would take 
a parabolic shape, as in Figure 2. The shape of the stress block would 
be similar to the stress-strain diagram for a.test cylinder loaded in 
compression to failure. The stress-strain relationship would be linear 
for the initial loads, or for low stress, but stress would increase 
faster than strain once a strain of approximately 0.002 was exceeded. 
When the crushing strain was reached in.the concrete, the stress would 
decrease as strain increased, resulting in maximum stress occurring at 
some depth below the compressive surface of the member. The centroid of 
the compressive force, C, would not be at a point two thirds above the 
neutral axis, as assumed in straight line theory, but would move down, 
the location being the centroid of the stress block. 
One factor that will control the depth of the neutral axis and.the 
location of the centroid of the compressive force for a reinforced con-:-
crete member that .is not behaving elastically is the amount of reinforce-
ment used. Balanced beam design assumes the concrete and steel are 
stressed proportionately, or the tensile reinforcement is stressed to the 
yield point when the concrete reaches the crushing strain.in compression. 
If the beam is underreinforced, that is, there is less steel used in the 
fabrication than called for in balanced beam design, the steel will yield 
first-and the beam will fail slowly with extensive cracking in the region 
of tensile stress. In overreinforced beams, the concrete will. crush be-
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fore the steel reinforcement yields. In such design, there may be 
littl,e visible cracking in t~e concrete in the compressive region.due to 
lack of ductility and the failure may be abrupt. 
The location of the neutral axis in both underreinforced and over-
reinforced beams is. not fixed. This is shown in Figures 3 and 4, In an 
underreinforced beam, the steel starts to yield first and cracks in the 
tensile. region of the concrete which have formed prior to yielding start 
to progress up as the steel continues to yield and a ·greater moment arm 
is required to resist added moments resulting in the neutral axis moving 
up ahead of the crack. This increases the compressive stress in the 
concrete above the crack due to the reduced section in compression, or 
C equals A.f·. Since tensile force, T equal A f , equal ·compressive 
c c s y 
force, C, it could be assumed that steel ·stresses will be reduced be-
cause of the longer moment .arm when the neutral axis moves up. However, 
tensile stress previously carried by the.concl;'ete must.now be assumed by 
the reinforcement. As the load on the member continues to increase, 
cracking will continue to progress upward and the area of concrete in 
compression .will continue to decrease until failure occurs. Failure can 
be a concrete failure, the crushing strain.being. reached in the compres~ 
sion area of concrete, or ·it can be a tensile failure of the reinforce-
ment. 
In an overreinforced, beam, the concrete at the compressive·surface 
of the beam crushes before the steel yields. Once the point is passed 
in·which the concrete stress cannot·be considered proportional to the 
ccmcrete strain, the neutral axis must move downward and the area of 
concrete under compression .increase to maintain equilibrium of compres-
sive and tensile forces. If additional loads are imposed on the member, 
I~ 
Strain 
Figure 3. Failure Mode of Under-Reinforced Beam 
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Figure 4. Failure Mode of Over-Reinforced Beam 
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crushing strain of 0.003 of the concrete in the compressive section of 
the member may occur and abrupt failure will result. 
The reinforcement ratio, p, will vary for balanced design and is 
not a. constant. The physical properties used to compute balanc.ed rein-
forcement ratio, pb, are the ultimate strength of the concrete and the 
yield stress and shape of the stress-strain curve, or E , of the rein-
s 
forcement. Therefore, for a high strength concrete, the value of pb may 
be more than double that of a balanced design using concrete with a lower 
ultimate strength. 
This review of reinf oreed concrete design was included to explain 
why. limitations must be consider.ed when computing deflection using the 
transformed section moment of inertia. Once maximum strain in tension 
in the concrete has been exceeded and the member has cracked, trans-
formed section analysis can only be used if both stress and strain.re-
tain a linear relationship. After cracking, either elastic or inelastic 
behavior may occur. The limits in which this linear relationship will 
occur for a particular beam can only be computed after the stress-strain 
relationship of both the concrete and the reinforcement used have been 
determined. If too little reinfqrcement is used, abrupt failure may 
occur at initial cracking. 
CHAPTER IV· 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
The purpose of this study was to determine if spacing of reinforce-
ment, or proximity effects of reinforcement, has a measurable influence· 
on the performance of reinforced concrete panels with one-way reinforce-
ment •. The two performance characterii;tics by which spacing effects in 
reinforced concrete panels were evaluated were deflection and ultimate .. 
load carrying capacity. The· effects of reinforcement spaci,ng on deflec-. 
tion were.investigated for both uncracked panels subjected ta stresses 
below the modulus of rupture for concrete.in flexure and cracked panels 
subjected to stresses.below the crushing stresses for reinforced concrete 
subjected to flexure. 
If the spacing of ·reinforcement varied in several beams, the area 
of reinforcement and all other physical properties of the.beam being 
held.constai:it; tne beam should deflect the same amount for the same load 
and loading conditions. If they did not and deflections were reduced, 
or increased, it .could be assumed that the spacing of the reinforcement 
haq some effect on the . physical properties of . the beam or the , concrete .. 
in the beam. Such deviation could then be attributed to spacing effects, 
Elastic.deflection ·of uncracked reinforced concrete members can be 
readily computed using standard deflection equations, the equations used 
being selected for the type load and load locations; Deflection for a 
homogeneous member subjected to a given bending stress is inversely 
proportional to the.stiffness of tl;l,e member, or the moment.of inertia 
of the member.times the modulus of elastic:ity of the.material. 
Reinforced concrete is not a homogeneous mate!'ial. However, it 
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can be treated as·such for determining the moment of inertia and deflec-
tions by t'Q.e use of transformed.section theory, In determining the. 
mome-o.t of inertia by the use of the transformed section, the modulus of 
elasticity of all.materials a!'e rec;luced to one value and the area.of the 
materials are· increased or decreased proportionately. In reinforced 
concrete, the modulus of elasticity of the reinforcement is usually re"".' 
duced to·the modulus of elasticity of.the concrete and.the area of the 
steel is increased n times, where n is the ratio of the modulus of 
elastic:i-tY of steel to the cc,mcrete used. The moment of inertia of the 
section can the"Q. be computed and th~ member treated as a homogeneous 
beam.for computing deflections for any loading conditions·within the 
elastic range. 
For this study. only a single value of deflection was required to. 
determine stiffness in the member. Therefore, midspan deflection, or 
deflection at the.centeI' ·of the span, was selected as a measurement of 
stiffness for convenience and precision of measurement. 
If the concrete'stress.in the tensile region of.a reinforced con-
ci;-ete member subjected to flexure exceeds the modulus of rupture, a 
crack will form which will reduce the moment of inertia of the member 
in the region .of the crack. Variations. in the moment of ·inertia through-
out. the span will make the calculation of deflection at the center ,of 
the span section more difficult and less exact. The deflection at a 
given point will not·on+y be a function of the moment of inertia at the 
crack, but will also be a function of crack location, The deflection, 
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will be a function of the angle change at the· crack times·· the length of 
the member influenced by· the crack, plus· the deflection -.due to normal 
bending in, the UI,l.cracked section. 
The mc;>ment of inertia of the member at the crack can still be de-
termined by the transformed section method, The moment of irtertia.now 
only includes the concrete above the neutral axis and the transformed 
area of the steel. Tensile stre~ses previously carried by the concrete 
have·now been transferred to the reinforcement~ The neutral axis has 
also moved up, toward the compression surface of the member in the 
region of the crack. This change.of location of the neutral axis is not 
abrupt but a transition from the uncracked section to the fully cracked 
section, as shown in.Figure 5. 
The reduced section at the crack results in a much smaller value 
of EI in .the region of the crack and greater deflection of the member 
since deflection is inversely proportionalto the stiffness, or EI. 
(23) . Westergaard , using the theory of elastic we:i..ghts, determined that. 
increases in deflection due to a single crack in a deep reinforced beam 
could result in. deflections one· hundred per .cent. or more· greater than 
deflections in an.uncracked beam for the same loading condit~ons~ In 
thin section concrete, because the reinforcement is restricted to.a 
location at or near the.center of the section, to provide cover for the 
reinforcement, the . change in, momen.t of ·inertia from an uncracked to a 
cracked section would be proportionately larger, Defle.ctions resulting 
from these cracks would increase proportionately~ 
Transformed sections for the uncracked and cracked secti.ons. of a 
reinforced concrete member are shown in Figure 6. This change in moment 
of inertia from an uncracked to a cracked section .is not an abrupt 
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change at some poiD,t along a beam but changes gradually in the region of 
the crack. This is shown by the·change in lc:>ca'l:.ion of the neutral.axis, 
assumed as shown in Figure 5. This region is shown in Figure 7 as a 
loss of tensile stress in the concrete region. Cone.rete in the un.,. 
cracked section of the beam is taking tensile stress. It is assumed 
that no concrete below the neutral axis at .the crack is subjected to 
ten~ile .stre~s other than tensile stress due to. bend and tensile stress 
in cqncrete above.the crack is negligible and can be.ignored. There-
fore9 the shaded area includes all the concrete that·is contributing in 
bond stress only. The shaded area shown is an assumed shape that would 
be dictated by. the change in location of the·. neutral axis and the stress 
in the_rein+orcement. 
One wire size was.used.for all test specimens to eliminate varia-
tions in reinforcement .and to minimize bond stress effects·in.the eyal-. 
uation of panel perf,ormance ~ Ul tiµiate strength theory assumes bond is 
a function of load, dept4 of reinforcement, wire surface·area and con7 
crete strengths •. By using a single size wire, variations in bond stress 
for a given tensile stress per unit area of wire would be eliminated as. 
wire surface area would be constant. In using a single size wire, the 
per~entage of ste~l varied directly with the number of wires per panel 
and inversely.with the depth of ·panel. Since the.area of the reinforce-
ment to the .. effective area of concrete was not a constant; for all panels, 
measured panel de.flections were compared directly with calculated de-
flections of panels which were based on, the physical properties of the· 
panel. 
Measured deflections were made at the· center ·of the span to. give 
maximum deflection and precision of measurement as well as convenience 
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in .measurement. Computed deflections were determined by the conjugate 
beam methoQ.. The derivation of the equation used to determine the com-
puted deflection, Ii, is given-in AppendixB under "Conjugate Beam 
c 
Theory." The·equation used to determine·deflection at.midspan for a 
total load, P, applied at the th.ird points of. a simply supported member 
and live load only is: 
-
where.; 
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1296 EI 
PL R, (..!_ _ !_) Ex 
6"jf° ! I 2 
c 
I • moment'of inertia for the cracked section 
c 
I = moment of inertia _for the uncracked section 
R, • median length of ·tensile stress loss 
x = distance from crack to nearest end support 
L = length of the beam 
E =. modulus of elasticity of the concrete 
(2) 
Equa1;:ion 2 gives the deflection at the center of the span for any 
number of cracks assuming they are all ·spaced at 'least a :minimum dis-
tance, R, , apart, The total distance, Ex, is the sum of th.e distances 
of all cracks. from the end supports of the beam, or the nearest support 
to the· crack. A crack at the center of the member would be considered 
as a single.crack and the distance x would, be equal to L/2. The length 
R- in t~e equation is critical as the magnitude of the conjugate .weight 
is the product of this length times the height of the M/EI diagram at · 
the crack. 
Westergaard(23 ) used th~ length u, the.distance from a crack to the 
centroid of bond stresses on either side of a crack, to determine the 
N.A. 
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F:f,.gure 6. Transformed·· Sections of Concrete Beam 
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st~ess loss reg~on 
L 
Figure 7 •. Loss .of Tensile Stress in c;:oncrete lj!ither Side_ 
of Crack in Beam Stibjecte_d to Flexural .Stress 
magnitude of elastic·weights in computing beam defle~t;ion due to.a· 
crack (~q. 1).. He asSl.111\ed this distance to be a .funct,ion of crack 
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wi4th, the modulus· of elasticity of the ,steel, and the:steel stress in 
the ,re:giQn of -·the craclt. Equipment ·to determine crack ·width w~s not 
ava:J,lable for this experiment. There;fore, the magnitud,.e of the length, 
R., fo.r comput;ing deflections of the: test .panels, was detennined experi-
mentally from load-deflection measurements taken fo.r the standard test 
panels. · Measured. deflections for four load· inteneiities were compared 
wi~h ·computed ·deflect.ions using Equation 2 aI).d ·trial values of R. _of two 
and-one half to foul! inches •. Results of the~e·tests showed. that a 
length ,of·three inches. for R. gave an average ratio o~ approximately 1.0 
for. compl,lted versus measured, ·deflect;ions,. This length was therefore_ 
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used.for all ·computations of panel deflections. Deflection data u~ed 
was -limited to data obtained -for loads_ that -produced computed reinf.orce-
ment stres-ses. of ,55 ,000 to· 70 ,000 psi. 
The shape of .the cGnjugate weights was assumed to be rectangular 
for convenience of computations. Sin~e the. conjugate moment .resulting 
from the .conjugate weight is dete_rmined by the ,distance -from the free 
end'of the member to the centroid.of .the weight, any shape-could be 
assumeci as-long·as t}\e area of the conjugate weight remained constant 
and the centroid was. lpcat~d at the --crack. 
Ultimate loads for the reinforc·ed panels were also compared direct-
ly with computed ultimate loads to determine if .spacing effects or rein.., 
forcement had a significant effect on the ultimate ·loa_ds of the .panels.· 
If measured ultimate loads ·for panels with various spacing of reinfo.rce-
ment deviated consist~ntly from computed ultimate load_s, it could- be 
assumed-that proximity effects had some effect on ultimate-strength of· 
reinforced· concrete panels . and a-. prediction equation cquld be developed 
to compute ultimate moment as a function ,of reinforcement spacing. 
The computed ultimat_e load· at ,failure·, Pc, was determined from 
Equation , 16-t -of the ACI Stanqard Building .Code., 318-63, which gives 
the ultiµi,ate, design re9isting moment· for rectangular -beams with_ t;:en9ion , 
reinforcement only as: • 
where; 
q - = p f /f ,_ 
y c 
M 
u = 
~ (bd2f' q(LO - 0.58q) 
c 
= a capacity reduction factor (¢ • 1. 0 for determining p ) 
- - c 
=-effective area of concrete 
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f' 
-
compressive strength of the concrete 
c 
2 p ... area of reinf orcement/bd 
:f 
-
yield strength of the reinforcement y 
The above ultimate moment is based on failure when the yield point 
of the reinforcement is reached or exceeded, It is applicable only to 
reinforced concrete members that are underreinforced, Measured ultimate 
loads for this study, Pu' were maximum loads prior to complete failure 
of the reinforced panels. Therefore, the computed ultimate load, P , 
c 
should be less than measured ultimate load, P ., for these tests. Since 
u 
all reinforced panels in this test were designed as underreinforced 
members, use of P , obtained from Equation 16-1, for comparative pur-
e. 
poses was acceptable. 
CHAPTER V 
DESIGN OF THE EXPERlliENT 
The principles of engineering similitude and dimensional analysis 
were utilized in the design of the te.st procedures to reduce the number 
of variables to be investigated, 
An ideal study of proximity effects of reinforcement would include 
many specific variables. If all were included as variables to be in-: 
vestigated in the experiment, with two or more values of each variable 
and a minimum of three replications of each test.specimen, the number of 
individual specimens, and the number of individual tests, would be pro-
hibitive.· Therefore, the number of variables had to be reduced in scope 
yet still retain meaning and meet the objectives of the experiment. 
Similitude and the Buckingham Pi Theorem 
Similitl;lde, which Murphy(l6) states includes both similarity and 
dimensional analysis, allows mathematical analysis to be simplified by 
the use of the Buckingham Pi Theorem. The Buckingham Pi Theorem signif-
icantly reduces tqe number of required expeiments by reducing the para-
meters to dimensionless terms. As such, it provides a method of forma-
tion of general equations from component equations and the development 
of a prediction equation for the performance of one dimensionless 
parameter as a function of the other parameters of the system. The 
general equation form of the theorem is written: 
f (1Tl' 'IT.2, •• ••••••.••• •• •• •••.• 'ITn) = ·O 
where 
f = an arbitrary function 
n = any dimensionless group 
n 
The only restriction imposed on dimensionless groups is that·:they be 
independent. The number of dimensionless gro.ups required to define .a 
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physical phenomenon is, ac~ording to Murphy, equal to the number of per-
tinent quantities required to adequately define .the physical system minus 
the number of dimensions or basic quantities such as force, time, length, 
etc. A second.method of describing the number of dimensionless groups 
required, as defined by Skoglund <21>, ·is equal to the number of. physical 
quantities required to adequately define the system minus the rank of 
the dimensional matrix. This definition is the same as the simplified 
version given by Murphy but has one added advantage. If the length 
dimension can be considered as three dimensions, or length, width and 
height; additional reduction in the number of dimensional·groups may be 
possible due to an.increased rank of the dimensional matrix. This 
"addition" to Buckingham's theorem is known as Huntley's Addition. 
Definition pf the System 
The physical system shown in Figure 8 represents a thin plate 
section loaded at the third points. The pert·inent .quantities for eval-
uation of ·the load-deflection .behavior of this physical system are 
listed in Table I. The principles of similitude were utilized in the 
selection of the system dimensions and in the design of.the series of 
tests. Dependent variables in the system are strain, deflection and 
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Figure 8. Pertinent Dimensions, Test Panel 
TABLE I 
LIST OF PERTINENT QUANTITIES 
No. Symbol Description Dimensional Symbol 
1 e Strain ------
2 fl Deflection at midspan of panel, inches L y 
3 L Length of panel, inches L x 
4 D Depth of panel, inches L y 
5 d Diameter of wire reinforcement, inches L 
s z 
6 t Depth of reinforcement, inches L y 
7 p Load on panel, pounds F 
8 E Modulus of Elasticity, concrete, psi F/L L 
c y z 
9 E Modulus of Elasticity, steel, psi F/L L 
13 y z 
10 s Wire spacing, reinforcement, inches L z 
11 K Stiffness factor, EI FL y 
12 d Diameter of max~ size aggregate, inches L 
a z 
13 w Width of panel, inches L z 
14 !l Computed deflection at midspan for cracked panel, inches L 
c y 
15 p Computed ultimate load F 
c 
16 p Ultimate load F 
u 
w 
""" 
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ultimate load~ 
Selection of pi terms is accomplished by forming the dependent pi 
terms using the pertinent dimensions to be investigated. The remaining 
dimensional te'('ms are· used ·for f orrning the independ·ent pi term for 
analysis of the dependent pi terms. 
Table I lists a total of sixteen pertinent quantities needed to 
describe the system for the three series of tests conducted. The three 
series are; tests of uncracked panels performing in.the elastic limits 
of the concrete, tests of cracked panels performing in the elastic 
limits of the concrete and reinforcement, and ultimate strength tests 
conducted in the inelastic range of the reinforcement and the concrete. 
The first thirteen pertinent quantities listed were needed to describe 
the system for the uncracked panel tests. Number fourteen, the computed 
deflection .for cl;'acked panels, was needed for the tests of cracked sec-
tion concrete. The last two quantities, ultimate load and computed 
ultimate load, were needed only in .the test for ultimate load as a 
function of the independent pi terms. 
A maximum of thirteen pertinent· quantities were needed to describe 
the physical system for both uncracked and cracked panel tests. Using 
Huntley's addition in considering length, width and depth as separate 
dimensions, the rank of the dimensional matrix was found to be four. 
Therefore, a total of thirteen minus four, or nine pi terms, was. the 
absolute minimum needed to be formed to describe the system. Ten dimen~ 
sionaless parameters were used for the uncracked panel tests. 
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Dimensionless Parameters, Uncracked Panels 
1T 1 = e 1T 8 = D/t 
1T 2 = l:::./L 1T9 = S/d s 
1T 3 = PL2/EI = PL2/K 1T 10 = D/d s 
1T6 = E /E = n 1T 11 = d /d s c a s 
1T7 = L/D 1Tl2 = w/d s 
The dimensionless parameters needed to investigate cracked panels 
included the combined deflection and load-stiffness pi terms to give a 
direct comparison of measured versus computed deflection, They were: 
Dimensionless Parameters, Cracked Panels 
1Tl = e 1T 9 = S/d s 
1T 4 = !:::./ !::. 1Tl0 = D/d c s 
1T6 = E /E = n 1Tll = d /d s c a s 
1T 7 = L/D 1Tl2 = w/d s. 
1T8 = D/t 
Dimensionless parameters needed to investigate the ultimate moment 
as a function of the independent pi terms do not include the deflection 
and strain but do include a direct comparison of measured and computed 
ultimate load. Therefore, only eight pi terms were needed. They were 
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Dimensionless Parameters, Ultimate.Loads 
1T 5 = p /P 1f.g = S/d u c s 
1T 6 = E /E = n 1T 10 = D/d s c S· 
1T7 = L/D 1Tll = d /d a s 
1T . = D/t 1T 12 = w/d 8 s 
Discussion of Pi Terms, Uncracked Panels 
1T 1 = e describes the strain at·the surface of the panel at mid-
point of the span, the region of constant moment for a.member loaded at 
the third points. For the conditions selected, strain.was considered 
over the center third of the panel. Strain is a dimensionless term 
and is a dependent pi term as used. 
= ~/L is the dependent parameter that describes deflection, 
or deflection versus the length of the panel, All deflection measure-
ments were made at the midspan of the panel. This pi term was used in 
determining the stiffness performance of uncracked panels. 
2 
ir 3 "' PL /K is the pi term that describes the stiffness of various 
sizes of panel for variations of load and length of panel, This inde-
pendent pi term was.used in determining the performance of uncracked 
panels. Four values were used. 
= E /E = n is the relationship of the modulus of elasticity 
s c 
of.steel and the modulus .of elasticity of concrete, This relationship 
was considered a constant for this experiment since the values of E 
c 
varied only slightly and all computations compensated for these varia-
tions. 
11'7 = L/D is the ratio of ·the length of test panel to the depth 
of the panel. This was a constant value for all panels. 
11'8 • D/t ;is the ratio of depth, or thickness of the panel, and 
the depth of the reinforcement. This was a constant, with all wire 
located at one half the depth of the panel. 
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= S/d ~s the independent parameter that·describes the spacing s 
effects of reinforcement as a function of reinforc~ment diameter. All 
reinforcement was in one plane and one size wire was used. Five spacings 
of reinforcement were investigated. 
7TlO = D/ds is the independent parameter describing the effects 
of depth of .panel as a function of reinforcement diameter. Five depths, 
and five values of the pi term, were investigated, 
= da/4.s is the independent parameter describing the maximum. 
size aggregate as a.function of ·wire diameter. This was a cqnstant for 
this study, . 
= w/ds is the independent pi term describing the width of 
panel as a function of wire diameter. One,width of panel was used so 
this was.a constant for this study. 
Table II gives the three pi terms varied for the uncracked panel 
tests. Four values of 7T 3 were used and five values of 7T 9 and rr10 were 
used. The specific values of each pi term are given,in the table. Only 
one pi term.was varied for each test. All other.pi terms were held con-
stant. The value.s of 7T 6 through, 7T 12 were held constant. for all tests, 
These val~es are not included in the formation of pi terms. However, 
any.pi terms developed.from the tests would be restricted to the con-
ditions of these tests, or to the conditions described by all pi terms. 
Prediction equations for un,cracked panels were; 
n:l 
'IT 
2 
= 
= 
I 
l ),·, 
-
f (PL2/K, S/d , D/d ) 
s s 
f (PL2/K, S/d , D/d ) 
s s 
Discussion of Pi Terms, Cracked Panels 
~· \4,/ 6.c is the dependent pi term that ·describes the measured 
i 
i 
deflection versus the computed deflection for cracked panels. Due to 
the restrictions imposed on the experimental design by the use of a 
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single size wire for reinforcement, the deflection pi term, 6./L, and 
the load-stiffness pi term, PL2/K, were combined to give a direct com-
parison o~ measured and computed deflection as a function of the spacing 
and depth pi terms. Determination of the computed deflection was based 
on crack location, panel length, and the EI for individual panels at 
c 
specific :J.oads. 
Table III gives the two pi terms varied for the cracked panel tests. 
Five values of each were used. The tests were conducted on panels with 
constant thickness and five spacings of wire and panels with constant 
wire spacing and five thicknesses. The values of TI 6 through n:12 were 
held constant for all tests. The prediction equations for cracked panels 
were: 
TI4 = = f (S/d , D/d ) s s 
Discussion of Pi Terms, Ultimate Loads 
P /P is tf1.e dependent pi term that describes the measured 
u c 
failure lQad versus the computed ultimate load for the individual panels 
used in t~e test. The single size wire used for all spacings and depths 
restricted the development of pi terms to direct comparisons. All fail-
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TABLE II 
PI TERM VALUES REQUIRED IN UNCRACKED CONCRETE PANELS 
FOR PREDICTING DEFLECTION PI TERMS 
Test PL
2 s D 
TI3 == TI9 = TilO = d K d 
(TI 3)1 = 0.014 
(TI 3) 2 = 0.021 
A (TI 3) 3 = 0.028 'ii'9 = 10 TilO = 10 
(TI 3) 4 = 0.035 
(TI9)1 .. 5 
(1T9)2 = 7.5 
B ii'3 = 0.021 (1T9)3 .. 10 ii'lO = 10 
(TI9) 4 ... 15 
(1T9)5 ... 20 
(1T10>1 = 5 
(1Tl0)2 = 7.5 
c - 0.021 1i'9 10 (1T10>3 10 1T 3 = = = 
(TT 10) 4 = 15 
(TI10>5 = 20 
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ure loads were measured at complete collapse of the panel, or destrtic-
tion loads. 
Table.III gives the two pi terms varied for the ultimate. load 
tests. Five values of each were used. Values of 1T6 through 1T12 were. 
held constant for all tests. The prediction equation for ultimate 
loads was: 
'11:5 = = f (S/d , D/d ) s s 
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TABLE III 
PI TERM VALUES REQUIRED IN CRACKED CONCRETE PANELS FOR 
PREDICTING DEFLECTION AND ULTIMATE MOMENT PI TERMS 
Test 1f9 "" S/d s 1fl0 = D/d s 
(1f 9) 1 = 5 
(1f 9) 2 
-
7.5 
A (1f 9) 3 = 10 -1f10 ... 10 
(1f9)4 = 15 
(1f9)5 = 20 
(1f10\ = 5 
(1f10)2 = 7.5 
,,.;.11, 
B 1f9 = 10 (1f10)3 = 10 
(1f10)4 = 15 
(1fl0)5 = 20 
CHAPTER VI 
DESIGN OF TEST SPECIMENS 
The specimens testedwere considered to represent small.segments of 
full scale structural elements al').d not models, Therefore, coarse.aggre-
gate concrete was used to fabricate the specimens. In a model tests, 
mortar made with sand and cement is often substituted as a model con-
crete. However, Kaplan(lO) found that mortar and coarse aggregate con-
crete vary greatly in many ways. His flexure tests showed that jnitial 
cracking in concrete with fifty percent coarse aggregate occurred at a-
bout half the tensile strain of concrete with no coarse aggregate in the 
mix, and that the relation of strain at crac~ing versus coarse aggregate 
content was linear. The strain-percent coarse aggregate relationship at 
ninety five percent ultimate load was not linear but strain increased 
more rapidly as the percent of coarse aggregate by volume was decreased. 
He also compared load-strain ratios for plain.concrete in flexure using 
gravel.as aggregate, crushed limestone as aggregate, and sand only W'ith 
no coarse aggregate, all at a water cement ratio of 0.6. While the 
mortar specimens carried the highest ultimate stress, 9,720 lb as com-
pared to 8,520 lb for the limestone concrete and 6,850 lb for the gravel 
aggregate concrete, the strain per unit load below the proportional limit 
was 25 percent lower for the limestone and 12 percent lower for the 
gravel aggregate as compared to the mortar mix. 
Geometric size effects in modeling scale models of reinforced con-
/, 'l 
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crete beams were investigated by Little and Paparoni(lZ}, using scale 
models of .models, with scales of 1:1.5 to 1:4. They tested one hundred 
thirty two model beams using five geometric scale ratios and two rein-
forcement ratios. They found significant inc~eases in relative strength 
for the smallest specimens. They also found significant increases in 
ultimate strength for small wire reinforcement, #18 and #24 wires, as 
compared to conventional bar reinforcement of 3/8 and 1 in. diameter. 
A standard size reinforcing wire and a coarse aggregate concrete 
mix were used to fabricate the reinforced concrete panels to avoid dis-
crepancies that might occur in model tests. Also, the physical proper-
ties of the panel sections tested were designed to meet proposed minimum 
standards for thin.section precast concrete construction as proposed by 
ACI Committee 324(l). The proposed recommendations are: 
1) Minimum ultimate strength of 5,000 psi for unprotected concrete. 
2) Limits on air entrainment. 
3) Accurate reinforcement placement with minimum spacing of one 
and one half times maximum aggregate size. 
4) Minimum concrete cover of 3/8 in. for reinforcement on slabs• 
One objective of any thin section concrete would be to.minimize 
weight in precast sections, reducing transport and erection costs and 
building dead loads. High strength concrete is recommended as it not 
only provides higher flexural strength but can reduce creep, provide 
high bond strength, superior durability, and increased resistance to 
water penetration and corrosion of the reinforcement. High strength 
concrete also allows for earlier handling of precast elements and an 
earlier reuse of the casting beds or forms. 
Entrained air gives increased durability and workability to the 
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mix. However, ultimate strength of the concrete decreases linearly with 
increased amounts of entrained or entrapped air. This strength loss can 
be offset.by the use of a reduced water-cement ratio since the entrained 
air gives a more workable mix. The amount of air entrained and the 
water-cement ratio used would be dependent upon the use of the pref ab-
ricated elements and the equipment and casting procedures of the fabri-
cator. 
Minimum spacing of reinforcement.is dependent upon aggregate size 
and the method of concrete application. Minimum spacing should provide 
sufficient space between wires to assur.e easy passage of the aggregate 
and assure a good coverage and surround of the reinforcement. 
The size of the reinforcement used was selected as a basic dimen~ 
sion of this experiment. The size wire used, No. 10,.is a common. size 
readily available .from local suppliers. Wire diameter is 0.135 in., 
the cross section area is 0.0143 square in., and as welded wire mesh, 
it is available in many mesh spacings. Cold drawn steel has a minimum. 
ultimate strength of 80,000 psi, a yield strength of 70,000 psi (ASTM 
Designation A82-66) and exhibits a relatively straight stress-strain 
relationship tq yield point. 
Commercially available wire spacings for welded wire mesh could 
not be utilized as they would limit the spacings available for the ex-
periment. Therefore, straight.wire was selected for the experimental 
panel reinforcement and a basic .spacing of ten wire diameters, 1. 35 in,, 
was established. Four more spacings were selected to provide the five 
values of the spacing pi term, S/ d • These were; 0. 6 7 5 in., 1. 012 in, , 
s 
2.025 in., and 2,70 in., or 1/2, 3/4, 1.5 and 2 times the basic spacing 
of .1.35 in. Total reinforcement, or the ratio of reinforcement to con-
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crete~ varied directly as the number of wires for a given.depth. 
The use of a single size wire eliminated the need for matching 
wire reinforcement physical properties. When more than one.size wire 
is used, modulus of elasticity can vary slightly and yield point and 
ultimate strength can vary as much as twenty percent. The use of sev-
eral sizes of wire can also cause wide variations in bond stress at the 
interface of the wire and the concrete for equal .tensile stress in the 
wire, due to.the greater surface area per square·inch cross section of 
wire for smaller sizes, All wire used for reinforcement came from the· 
same roll, minimizing variations in size as well as other physical pro-
perties. 
Depth of the standard panel was.also selected as 10 wire diameters, 
or 1.35 in, Four other depths, to give a total of five values to the 
depth pi term, D/d , were selected. Depths were; 0.675 in., 1.012 in., 
s 
2.025 in. and 2.70 in. Values of .the reinforcement ratio varied in-
versely with the depth of reinforcement, the amount of reinforcement 
being constant. 
Location of.the reinforcement was at mid depth of the panel, This 
location was dictated by t~e depth of the minimum panel thickness, 0.675 
in., and the minimum.reconnnended cover. 
The width of panels was restricted in obtaining an equal distribu-
tion of wires based on some multiple of spacing, and to assure adequate 
space between minimum spaced wires for the concrete.aggregate used, The 
panel width selected was 8.1 in., or 60 wire diameters. This provided 
for a maximum of 12 wires at a minimum spacing of 0.675 in., 8 wires at 
1.0125 in. spacing, 6 wires at 1.35 in. spacing, 4 wires at 2.025 in. 
spacing, and 3 wires at 2.70 in •. spacing. Side cover for all panels was 
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one half the spacing between wires. 
The length of the panels was arbitrarily selected for desired mo-
ments and to assure adequate length for test equipment and strain meas-
urement. The length of the panels with D • 1.35 in. was selected as 
24 in., or approximately 180 wire diameters. Lengths of the other four 
depths of panels were proportionally reduced or inareased to maintain 
.. tn .. 
the same L/D ratio, resulting in panel len~t;Jis ·of 12, 18, 24, 3.6 and 
48 in. This was the length of the test span of the panel and not actual 
length. Actual lengths of the panels were approximately two in. longe~ . 
than the test length, to provide a bearing at the ends and subsequent 
shortening of the panel at excessive deflection and failure. 
A crushed limestone aggregate mix was selected to give higher 
values of E , a linear stress-strain relationship over muah of the 
. c . . 
testing range, and a higher ultimate flexural stxength than othe-r coarse 
aggregates. A water-cement ratio of O. 45 by weight was selected for the 
concrete mix. Cement to aggregate mixture selected was 1:2.5:2.2 by 
weight. Cement used was Type l portland cement·. All materials were 
purchased locally. 
Pxelimina.:i::y Tests 
'l'wo preliminary tests were conducted to d~te'tmine if the proposed 
panels would meet the requi~ements of the experiment and to determine 
testing procedures. A complete discussion of these tests is included in 
Appendix A. 
Bond tests were conducted to determine if the No. 10 wire developed 
~;~ 
suffic:dent bond in the sheat' region of the panels to prevent pullout of 
" the wire reinforcement at tensile stresses below the proportional limit 
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of the wire. The e1'!1bed1'!1entlength used was the bond length on~the 
smallest specimens, the length from the load application·to the end of· 
the pane,l. The smallest panels were 12 in. in length for the test 
section with an extra incq of length to assure adequate end support, 
For loads at the third points of the panel, this provided a total bond 
length of five in. 
Pullout specimens of 3, 4, and 5 in. bond length were tested. All 
specimens developed tensile stresses in.the wire approximately.equal to 
the yield point stress before the wires pulled out or failed. Specimens 
with 5 in. embedment length all failed at wire stresses. in excess of 
yield point. Two of the four specimens tested failed when the wire 
fractured. First free end slip in three of the specimens occurred near 
yield point stresses and one specimen did not exhibit any slip prior to 
failure. 
The findings of the preliminary test showed that a five inch wire 
embedment length was adequate for the No. 10 wire used for reinforcement. 
No special anchorage was needed to prevent pullout .of the reinforcement, 
A complete discusE:>ion of the test is included in Appendix A. 
Another preliminary test was conducted to, determine if the modulus 
of elasticity of the concrete was the same for both the finished surface 
and form surface of the panel. Previous work by Mensch(lS), with 
pneumatic applie4 concrete, indicated that the modulus of elasticity 
varied between the two sides of a panel. If such a condition did exist, · 
it would have to be considered in the design of.the experiment, in the 
analysis of the data, and would determine if .the form side or the 
finished side of the panels would be loaded in compression.· 
Twelve panels were cast and tested to determine if the deflection 
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and ultimate load carrying capacity of .the pan~ls varied, dependent 
upon the side of the panel.loaded.in.compression. Six of the panels· 
were reinforced with No. 10 wire, six wires per panel, and six had no 
reinforcement. The size of the panels was the same.as the standard 
pan~! for the proposed tests ; 1. 35 in. thick• 8 .1 in. ,wide, 24 in. long 
and with six wires spaced at 1.35 in. for the reinforced panels, Two 
castings were.required to fabricate all twelve panels so three panels 
each, reinforced and nonreinforced, were c~st each time. The panels 
were then randomly selected as to which side would be tested in com-
pression, or three of each the reinforced and unreinforced for form 
side in compression,, three each for the finished or troweled side in 
compression. 
All panels were loaded· at ,third points and deflection. and strain 
was.recordeq for each load increment. The panels were loaded to failure 
and the.data tested for statistical significance, Both deflection tests 
and ultimate loads.were not found to be.significant at the 0.95 confi-
de1;1.ce level. Therefore, it was. assum,ed that the side loaded would. not. 
be a factor in testing procedures. A complete discussion ,of the test 
is included in Appendix A. 
Visual results obtained from the panel test indicated that cracking 
would be best obser~ed if t~e form side of the panel.were subjected to 
tensile stress in bending, Also, th.e form gave a smooth, true·surface 
to the panel at the.end where the panel was mounted against the·load 
blocks, giving a firm, even seating of the panel. Based on. these ob-
servations, all.subsequent panel tests were conducted with the form side 
of the panel in tension. 
CHAPTER VII· 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
Casting Procedures 
Forms for casting the test panels were constructed on.a plywood 
frame surfaced with plastic sheeting. Side and end forms.for the panels 
were two inch dimensional lumber cut to the required depth of panel and 
nailed to the plywood casting bed, Holes were drilled in the end forms 
at the proper spacings and depths and the wires were run through the 
holes and anchored at the end of the forms. All forms for a particular 
depth of panel and wire spacing were located end to end to facilitate 
wire placement. 
All panels were not cast at the same time. The forms were prepared 
first to cast all panels of 1.35 in •. depth and five wire spacings. After 
this group of panels were removed from the forms, the forms were cleaned, 
a new plastic sheeting applied, and the side and end forms for the panels 
with five depths and one wire spacing were installed. 
The wire .used was No. 10 cold drawn steel wire and all wire used 
was obtained from the same roll of wire to minimize variations. in the 
reinforcement. The wire was clean when received so no att.empt was made 
to clean it or to age it by weathering prior to use to obtain.improved 
bond. Specimens of the wire were tested from various locations; on the 
roll for modulus of elasticity, yield and ultimate strength. The 
stress-strain relationship and ultimate strength for the wire is shown 
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in.Figure §~ 
Because initial casting of the panels was done .in very hot weather, 
small batches of concrete were prepared so the.paneb'could be quickly 
finished before mixing water was- lost .to evaporation. The mix used was 
a relatively st:lff mix and slump tests varied from one.to two inches. 
All concrete was hand placed and vibrated into position around the.rein~ 
forcement. The depth of the_wires were maintained during placing of 
the concrete by the use of strike boards cut to the wire depth. The con-
crete for the bottom of the panel was worked into position and struck 
off.at wire level. This left a rough surface for bonding the top layer 
of plastic mix and a visual check would be made to be sure.all wires 
were in·place before the final placement of concrete. If any wires were 
displaced in initial,. casting, they were carefully worked baclt into posi-
tion and.the cancrete worked under them to prevent further displacement. 
After _all concrete was placed. in the forms, the panels were_. given 
a wood float finish and checked for accuracy of depth. They were then 
allowed to set for approximately thirty minut.es for initial set before 
they were given a steel trowel finish. No water was,added at any time 
after mixing and the panels were allowed to surf ace dry before plastic 
sheeting was applied for curing. 
The panels were moist cured under plastic.and wet burlap for two 
days prior to removal.from the forms. They were then moist cured for 
twenty. six more. days and then dried and stored unti.l ·tested, Spacer 
blocks were used_ betw:een each panel in storage-to assure air movement 
and uniform drying. This is.shown in Figure 10. Test cylinders were 
cast from each batch ·of concrete used for the panels. These cylinders 
were tested after ·curing to determine if the concrete met minimum speci-
Figure 10. Five Depths of Panels, All With 6 Wires for 
Reinforcement. Lengths were 48, 36, 24, 
18, and 12 inches, bottom to top. 
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fications of .5~000 psi.and whether a uniform value of modulus of elas-
ticity of the concrete for all panels was obtained. 
Modulus of Elasticity for ConGrete Cylinders 
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The test cylinders for each group of panels was tested innnediate1y 
after the panel tests were conducted. The stress-strain relationship 
for each mix.used to ca~t panels is shown in Figure 11. All concrete 
cylinders tested showed a relatively straight stress-strain relation-
ship below 5,000 psi and all approached or exceeded 7,000 psi ultimate 
strength. The secant modulus of. elasticity, taken at 70 percent to 80 
percent ultimate strength, .is given for the concrete used for each panel 
in Table.IV. 
The modulus of elasticity for the concrete test cylinders was ob-
tained from compression tests using the universal testing machine. A 
single.stra:t,n gage was cemented to each cylinder to determine strain. 
Strain gages used were four inch gages to minimize strain errors caused 
by local variations in.stiffness caused by tamping or aggregate proxi-
mity. All cylinders were capped in the capping machine and checked for 
vertical positioning in the testing machine prior to loading to avoid 
eccentric loading and bending stre~ses. All cylinders were loaded to 
destruction, Figure 12. Two groups of panels were discarded due to 
irregularities in mixing and casting procedures. Three castings were re-
quired before satisfactory results were obtained. 
Testing Equipment 
A hydraulic loading device was constructed to load the te.st panels 
with load increments of approximately 100 pounds. Loads were applied at· 
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the third points ·Of the pan~ls to provide ·a unit.Ortn, m.otrient 'an4 zero 
shear at the middle third of the span. This loading equipment-is ·shown 
in Figure 13. The loading device ·consisted of a·hydraulic pump and'hy~ 
draulic cylinder, a load·cell for accurate measurement.of load~ and·a 
load braclcet with two load knd.ves to apply, line loads·at the third points 
of .the panels. St~tionary end supports for the panels were provided by 
two heavy load blocks bolted to the.concrete .floor.: 
The load knives were made of heavy plate, .one half inch by three 
inch stock, and a 3/8 in. rod was.welded to the load surface of each. 
. . . ' . 
knife to give a.lineloading. The rod was omitted·at the center section 
of each load'knife to allow space for le~d wires for the strain gages. 
The pulli.ng bracket for the. load knives was desi,gned to be hinged at the. 
center ·to.allow some freedom.of movement and to retain a uniform load at 
the two vertical load lines of .the panel if one end of the panel deflect-
ed more. than.· the other .due to unsymetric cracking. 
Instrumentation 
Strain gages wei;e cemented ·to the compressive side of one group. of·· 
panels.and to both sides of.the second group of .panels to measure strain 
at the center of the span. Six in •. stra:i,.n ·gages were cemented to. all. 
panels twenty four in. or lQnger and three in. gages were applied to the 
smaller paneis, Strain readings and .load cell readings we.re obtained. 
with a slide-wire type strain indicator. 
Pef lection readings were obtained by measuring deflection at the 
centet' of the span.with two micrometer dials. One.dial was al~o in-
stalled at each end of.the panel to measure any.relative movement at the 
support. The difference in readings betw:een.the center of th.e span and 
Figure 12. Concrete Test Cylinder for Panel Tests at 
Failure. Wire resistance strain gages, 
SR4 type A-9, were used for all tests of 
Figure 13. Loading Equipment Used for Test Showing Hy-
draulic Pump and Gages, Hydraulic Cylin-
der, Load Cell and Load Knives With Panel 
in Test Position. 
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the supports was used as the,deflection. The dials were mounted on,mova~ 
ble brackets and were positioned at the middle of the panel at either 
end and one.and qne·half inches in from either edge.of the panel at the 
center of the span. 
Load increments used were hydraulic load readings obtained from a 
dial gage installed at the hydraulic pump. There was some lag in the 
system and gage readings were not uniform over the entire loading range. 
The use of these readings was.required in that the load was applied and 
he:).d on the concrete.panel py the pump operator while the load cell and, 
strain readings were being made. Using the hydraulic pressure gage·gave 
the operator a specific load to hold, resulting in a non-varying load 
while data were being recorded, Actual loads at each load increment 
were measured with the electronic load cell, 
Testing Procedures 
Prior to testing, the depth dimensions of all panels were measured 
and recorded.to determine the actual depth of panel. Three depth meas-
urements were made at the third points and at midspan, two inches in. 
from either edge at the midline of .the panel. Values of D given in 
Table IV are the average depths. The depth varied between pan~ls in the 
same group but variations within a panel were very small. 
The panels were tested on edge to eliminate dead load effects in 
determining load~deflection data. The panels were set on edge against 
one, inch rollers positioned against the load blocks and were seated 
against the rollers with a light loading. The micrometer dials were 
then installed and, when,the positioning load was released, zero readings 
were obtained for the micrometer dials and the load cell and strain 
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gages. 
Three people were required for each test; a ·pump operator, an opera-
tor for the.strain and load cell readings, and a recorder to read.the 
micrometer dials and recqrd all data. Loads. were . appli,ed monotonically 
in approximately one hundred pound increments. Afte:r each load was 
applied, the. load. was held by the pump operator while strain, . load cell 
and micrometer dial readings were obtained. After the data was recd~ded 
for a load increment, the next load increment was applied. No attempt 
was made· to maintain.a constant loading rate but loading rate was fairly 
uq.iform. The panels were tested to failure and panel deflections were 
recorded for the.panel for the uncracked phase and the cracked phase of 
the test. 
When the panels cracked, the cracks were noted and th.eir location 
and the load recorded, Their location was measured after the panel had 
failed rather than during loading so a fairly constant loading rate 
could be maintained. Most cracks.were.quite obvious, due to the place-
ment of the reinforcement at the center of the panel, Initial cracking 
in most .panels occurred at the load knives, a point of maximum load and 
shear; Cracks were indicated by.large incr:eases·in.,deflection and in 
strain if the crack occurr.ed below a strain gage, 
The type of failure. observed varied with panel depth and th.e amount 
of reinforcement. Panels with three and four'wires for reinforcement 
failed at relativel.y low loads with large deflections, final failure 
being a wire fracture failure following extensive yielding. Panels 1.35 
in, thick with 6, 8 or 12 wires failed in combined yielding of the wire 
and crushing of the concrete. Failures of .. the 1 .and 2 in. thick panels· 
with 6 wires.were.similar. The thin panels simply folded in failure 
while· two of the.deepest panels, 2.7 in~ thick, failed abruptly at 
initial cracking due. to wire fracture. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
DISCUSSION OF TESTING PROCEDURE 
The hydraulic loading device used resulted in complete collapse of 
the panels. The stored energy in the hydraulic system pulled the load 
knives through the panels or folded the panels .and pulled them off the 
load blocks once the panel started to fail. All failure loads recorded 
were maximum load prior to or at failure. This destruction of the panels 
was convenient;: in that the panels were .broken at failure, exposing the 
reinforcement. Wire depths were easily determined at the point of 
failure. 
The locations of all wires were measured after failure at the line 
of failure and at one or two other crack locations, depending upon the 
location and extent of cracking. This information was recorded and the 
depth of reinforcement, t, lis t.ed in Table IV, is th.e computed mean 
depth of all wires. 
Ultimate load for many panels excee~ed the comput~d moment.and some 
exceeded the maximum moment possible if the centroid.of compression was 
located at the surface of the panel. It was assumed that the one inch 
steel roller~ would roll at the supports and yield with the panel as it 
deformed due to bending stresses and deflection. This was apparently 
not the case. A panel in bending will contract in the region of com-
pressive stress and expand in the region of tensile stress, getting 
longer at the bottom and shorter at the top as bending stresses increase. 
TABLE IV 
PHYSICAL PROE'ERTIES OF THIN CONCRETE PANELS TESTED 
Panel Wires Depth Length Wire Depth Reinforcement E f' I I c c 4 . c4 No. No. in. in. in. ratio, per cent psi psi in. in. 
1 3 1.47 24 0.78 0.68 4.39 x 10 6 8492 2.1442 0.1002 
2 3 1.45 24 0.70 0.76 4.39 8492 2.0792 0.0784 
3 3 1.46 24 0.57 0.93 4d9 8492 2.1007 0.0505 
4 4 1.46 24 0.62 1.14 4.39 8492 2.1007 0.0769 
5 4 1.49 24 0.68 1.04 4.39 8492 2.2329 0.0936 
6 4 1.47 2A 0.62 1.14 4.39 8492 2.1442 0.0763 
7 8 1.40 24 0.54 2 •. 60 4.·88 7431 1.8522 0.0863 
8 8 1.45 24 0.54 2.60 4.88 7431 2.0578 0.0863 
9 8 1.44 24 0.64 2.22 4.88 7431 2.0155 0.1274 
10 12 1~48 24 0.61 3.47 4.88 7431 2.1882 0.1508 
11. 12 1.48. 24 0.59 3.60 4.88 7431 2 .1882. 0.1367 
12 12 1.41 24 0.62 3.42 4.88 7431 1.8922 0.1537 
13 6 0.73 12 0.37 2.78 4.61 7006 0.2615 0.0307 
14 6 0.73 12 0.38 2.80 4.11 6950 0.2658 0.0353 
15 6 0.75 12 0.37 2.78 4.52 8195 0.2905 0.0311 
16 6 1.065. 18 0.55 1,93 4.61 7006 0.8154 0.0764 
17 6 1.105 18 0.45 2.38 4.11 6950· 0.9107 0.0623 
18 6 1.020 18 0.50 2.12 4.52 8195 0.7163 0.0523 
19 6 1.38 24 0.70 1.52 4.61 7006 1. 7855 0.1337 
20 6 1.35 24 0.70 1.52 4.11 6950 1. 6424. 0.1434 
21 6 1.40 24 o. 71 1.50 4.52 8195 1.8364 0.1401 ~ "-> 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
Panel- w.Lres Depth. Length Wire Depth Reinforcement 
No. No. in. , in,, in. ratio, :per cent 
22 6 1.99 36 1.00 1.06 
23 6 2.04 36 1..02. 1.05 
24 6 2.02, 36 1.01 1.05 
25 6 2 •. 68. 48 1.35 o. 78. 
26. 6 2. 7-0 48 1.41 0.75 
27 6 2~75 48 1.35 0.78 
E f' 
c c. 
psi psi 
4.11 · 6950 
4~61 7006 
4,52 8195 
4.11 6950 
4.61 7006 
4.52. 8195 
I 
in. 4 
5.3034. 
s.7305 
5.5802 
12.;9929 
13.2860 
14.0378 
I 
. C4 in. 
0.3006 
0.3040 
0.3022· 
0.6183 
0.6151 
0.6185 
en 
w 
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Based on, the results noted, .the rollers did not. provide a free .lateral 
movement of the panel but held it ·in place by frict:f,on forces, resulting 
in reduced.sttesr;ies in'the lower'portion of the panel, This i-estric,.. 
tion of·the panels would explain iI1- part: the :fact that\most.of the panels 
exceeded the ultimate computed moment.based on the loa4s and the physical 
propert~es of the panels. 
The concrete used for fabricating the panels. exhibited high tensile 
s.tress prior to rupture and exceeded the expected• cracking loads for all 
panels. Cracking stress for the ·panels varied from 1,000 to. 1;200 psi 
for the panels, or .12 ·to 15 ·percent of the compressive stress of the .con-. 
cret;:e. This high tensile_ strength in flexur.e red,uced the :data .for cr.ack ... 
ed panel ·.def lee tion to one or two readings for many panels prior to 
yielding of the reinforcement. The three wire panels and the 2.7 in. 
thick panels were completely eliminated . as, far as us.eful dat;:a for de-
flection o-J; cracked panels. Tile 2.7. in. thick.panels· failed at initial 
cracking loads a"Q.d.only one panel ·could be reloaded to t;:he crackip.g load 
after initial cracki~g and deflecting. One failed completely at initial 
cracking and the second failed before. the f\111 cracking load was again 
applied, The panels with three wires had also ex~eeded yield stress of 
tQe wire following cracking. 
The load-deflection plots fqr all pane.ls ar.e· given i1;1 Figures 41 
th:c;ough 49 in Appendix C. Plots.for selected panels are.shown in Figures 
14 and 15.. Deflection due to cracking is readily noted by the large de-. 
flectioi;is~ ~~y·panels.cracked while.data was being recorded and this 
is iahown ·by hori;e:ont~l lines on the , plot. The. micrometer dials at the . 
center of the.panel span were constantly monitored while loads were ·being 
applied, and any deflections due to cracking were.noted as they occurred. 
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Modulus of Elasticity for Panels 
Strain measurements were recorded for all panel t~st;s, However, 
erratic results were obtained for all panels where depth of panel was 
varied, panels 13 through 27. This group of panels had been cast three 
times. The first casting had been rejected due to wide variations in 
modulus of elasticity of concrete. The second group were cast on plastic 
sheeting that wrinkled as .the concrete was worked into the forms and the 
panels were.not acceptabl~ due to ridges and grooves caused by the plas~ 
tic. The final casting had been delayed and by the time the panels were 
finished and the strain.gages applied, the shelf life of the strain gage 
cement had apparently been exceeded. These panels included all in which 
strain gages had been applied to both the compressive and tensile sides 
of the panels. 
Stra:i,n readings fro.m the panels were intended to be used to evalu-
ate' reinforcement spacing effects for panels in flexure and to develop a 
prediction for strain at the surface of the panel as a function of load, 
spacing of reinforcement and panel depth. Strain readings are useful in 
that the performan~e of .the concrete in the member and strain data ob-
tained from cylinder tests can.be compared to determine if the test 
cylind~r valµe of modulus of elasticity is representative of the modulus 
of elasticity of the concrete used in the member. The failure of the 
strain gages for fifteen panels prevented this chec~ of modulus of 
elasticity of the panels versus test cylinders, 
The modulus of elasticity of the concr,ete, in the panel and how well . 
this value was repre$ented by modulus of elasticity from cylinder tests 
was critical to evaluation of computed deflections of the panels for 
analysis of data. The deflection of a concrete member subjected to 
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flexural stress is inversely proportional to the,modulus of elasticity 
of the concrete. Therefore, it was necessary to determine .if the values 
of E' obtained from the concrete·cylinder ·tests was comparable to the 
c 
values of E' for the concrete for the panels, and could be used to de'."" 
' c 
termine the theoretical deflection of the panels, 
Strain data was obtained for twelve panels. However, strain gages. 
of only eleven apparently functioned correctly. One gage, panel 5, ex-
hibited erratic characteristics and panel 5 data was excluded from this 
analysis. Only strain data for eleven panels were included in the test 
of Ee for the panels versus Ec for the test cylinders. 
The modulus of elasticity for each of .the concrete panels was com-. 
puted from strain and deflection data obtained in panel tests for lo.ads 
in the elastic, uncracked region of the test. Strain and deflection 
data were selected from test data the .third and fourth load increments 
for each of the eleven panels, the two load increments prior to minimum 
cracking loads. The modulus of elasticity was computed from both strain. 
and deflection by mechanics. The modulus of elasticity obtained using 
recorded strain is shown as E -Strain in Table V. The modulus of elas-
. ' c 
ticity determined by deflection is given as EC-Deflection in Table v. 
Strain for the test cylinders given in Table V is the tangent modulus 
since tlJ,e tests in flexure were conducted at low stresses, or about'five 
percent of ultimate strength. , 
Standard deviation of E values obtained from strain and deflection 
c 
data as compared to values of E for cylinder tests were computed. 
c 
Stanclard deviation for modulus of elasticity computed from deflection 
was.0.45 x 106 psi, or 9.3 per cent .of E of the cylinders. The mean 
c 
was 3.5 per cent less. Standard deviation for modulus of elasticity 
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Panel.Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
TABLE V 
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY FOR PANE.LS IN FLEXURE 
E E 
c c 
Cylinder Deflection . 
psi. psi 
4.80 x 10 6 5.12 x 10 6 
4.80 4.95 
4.80 4.98 
4.80 4.78 
4.80 4.95 
4.88 4.50 
4.88 3.82 
4.88 4.07 
4~88 4.83 
4.88 4. 5_5 
4.88 4.70 
E 
c 
Strain 
psi 
4·48 x 10 
5.67 
5.96 
5.52 
5.58 
4.12 
5.63 
4.46 
4.87 
4.58 
4.69 
E Cylinder ...;;. Obnained from stress-strain relations.hip for con-
e 
crete test cylinders~ 
E Deflection - Obtained from computed .values of modulus of elas-
c ticity based on measured load and· deflection .. for 
panel loaded at .third points, moment of inertia 
from Table IV. 
E. Strain - Obtained from measured strain and stress computed from 
c load ~t third points, moment of inertia from Table IV, . 
6 
computed from strain data was 0.619 x 106 , or 37 per cent higher than 
the standard deviation of E' obtained from deflection data. The mean 
c 
for E obtained from strain data was 4.5 per cent more than E for the 
c c 
test cylinders. It will be noted in Table V that many values agreed 
quite well with the test cylinders, especially those obtained from de-
flection data. 
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Based on.the results obtained, the values of E obtained from test 
c 
cylinders were deemed sufficiently accurate for use in computing the 
theoretical values of deflection for th~ experimental panels. It will 
be noted that only two values of E for cylinders were included in the 
c 
abpve test. Panels fabricated with other concrete mixes were those that 
encountered strain gage failures and no comparison of the modulus of 
elasticity based on strain could be made. 
CHAPTER IX 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Data obtained in the tests of thin concrete panels were reduced and 
transferred to data cards for computations and analysis. Test data for 
uncracked panels included, deflection and strain at each load increment. 
Cracked panel data included load, deflection, strain, number and loca~ 
tio~ of cracks for each load increment, ultimate load at failure and mode 
of failure. 
A least squares multiple regression program was used to determine 
the regression of the dependent pi terms on the independent pi terms and 
to determine if spacing of the reinforcement, depth of panel, and load 
had a significant effect on strain, deflection and ultimate strength. 
The multivariable program calculated the response surface, developed a 
polynomial equation up to third degree, ran a regression on observed 
versus calculated values, and gave the correlation coefficient and stand-
ard deviation of observed and calculated values. The equations develop-
e4 were used to determine the best fit c4rves for the prediction equa-
tions for the dependent variables as functions of the independent 
variables. 
The equations selected for best fit curves were selected for mini-
mum standard deviation and correlation coefficient, The first, second 
and third order equations were investigated separately and the higher 
equations were selected for prediction equations only if they were sig-
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nificant improvementS over the lower order equations.. The· purpose . of 
this was to obtain the best equation :for tl:ie data while retaining sim-
plicity of calculations for users of the prediction equa~iOns. 
Uncracked Panel Data 
The moment of inertia of uncracked panels wili usually be littl,e 
affected by a nominal amount of reinforcement due to the small trans~ 
formed area of the area of steel. Since the reinforcement in the test 
panels investigated was located at the neutral axis, the area of rein-
forcement would not contribute to the moment of inertia of the .uncracked 
panels. Therefore, the reinforcement was ignored in computing the moment 
of inertia used in the load pi term, PL2/EI. 
The values of I and E were assumed constant within individual 
c 
panels. They were not constant for all panels of .the same depth, D, 
or reinforcement spacing, S, due to slight variations in depth of panels 
and slight variations in Ee' The moment of inertia of uncracked panels 
is proportional to the depth cubed, all panels being the same .width. 
Small variations in depth _caused large variations in I between panels 
supposedly of the same.depth. This is shown in Table IV for panels 17. 
and. 18, The intended depth of these panels was 1 •. 012 in, Actual depths 
were 1.02 and 1.105 in. respect,ively, resul.ting in .a moment e>f inertia 
twenty seven per cent higher for panel 18 as compared to panel 17. 
Therefore, moment -of inertia for each individual pan.el was computed. 
Values of E. for the individual panels was obtained from standard com-
e 
pression tests of concrete cylinders cast .from the individual batches of 
concrete from which the panels were cast, The values of EI were then 
determined for each individual panel. 
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One of the major objectives of this study was, to determine if wire 
spacings, or S/d , would have any influence on strain and deflection for 
' s 
2 
a given, value of load, or a given value of PL /EI. It would be assumed· 
that if .the value of PL2/EI.and all other variables were held constant, 
any variation in th.e deflection and strain for a specific value of PL 2 /EI 
would be a function of reinforcement spacing. The same would also hold 
true if the depth pi term, D/d , were varied and all other variables 
' s' 
were held constan~. 
It would also be assumed that the relationship between.the deflec-
2 tion and strain pi terms and the load pi term, PL /EI, may be evaluated 
2 by considering L /EI as a constan~ and varying load, P. As P is in-
creased, the value of the pi terms will increase. If the panel material 
demonstrates a linear stress-strain relationship, the variation of de-
fleet.ion and strain should be directly proportional to variations in the 
loc;i.d, P. 
The relations,hip between the deflection pi term, ~/L and the load 
pi term, PL2/EI, was determined fqr the panels in which the spacing and 
depth. pi terms were held constant, the. stand a.rd panels of 1. 35 in. depth 
and with a reinforcement spacing of 1.35 in. Values of P to be investi~ 
gated were to.be four load levels from 200 to 500 lb, or four specific 
2 
values of PL /EI. Since load levels were measured on the pressure.gages 
2 
of the hydraulic system and the fact that the values of L /EI varied for. 
the three panels tested, the loads used were nqt the previously deter-
mined increments but were the measured loads obtained from the load cell 
for gage readings of 200, 300, 400 and 500 lb., plus the 100 and 600 lb. 
readings. The latter were added to include all applicable data for im-
proved sensitivity of test. 
No relationship between the strain pi.term and the load pi term, 
PL2/EI, was determined due to strain gage failures on the standard 
. , 
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panels, panels 19 1 20 and 21. As stated previously, the strain gage ce-
ment apparently failed and erratic results were obtained for this group 
of panels. Insuffic.ie~ idata was obtained to mak& valid c:.omparisons. 
Statistical Significance, Uncracked Panela 
The effect of reinforcement spacing on.strain for uncrac:.ked panels 
. 2 
for a constant value of PL /EI of 0.0021 was tested by linear regression.· 
The correlation coefficiea.t of linear regression was 0.199 and Fisher's 
F for this test was 0,332~ Therefore, the effect of spacing on strain 
was not found to be significant at the 0.95 confidenceleval.. This too 
was the anticipated result for uncracked panels with the reinforcement 
located at the neutral axis o Data for this test are given. in Table VI. 
. 2 
The value of the load pi term, PL /EI, s&lec.ted for testing both 
the spacing and depth effects pi terma was 0.0021. or an equivalant load 
of 300 lbo for the standard paQel., Thia resulted in a wide variation in 
2 flexure st:ress in the panels because of the variations in L /I for five 
panel lengths and five panel depthso However, all panale were te~t~d 
in the linear stresa-strain region of the concreti\ at loads well below 
cracking stresses. Deflection values used were obtained by inte.rpola-
tion from the load-deflection data for the individual panels owing to 
the previously mentioned restrictions on the loading equipment. 
A linear regression analysis of the deflection pi term, ~/L, ou the 
2 load pi term, PL /EI were conducted to determine if load effects on de-
flection were significant. The correlation coefficient of linear re-
gression was found to be 0.989. Fisher's F was 10.515. The relationship 
T11 = E 
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TABLE VI 
DATA FOR, REGRESSION ANALY.SIS AND BEST FIT CURVE 9 
SPACING EFFECT OF REINFORCEMENT ON STRAIN 
S/d 
s. 
Strain, Micro inches 
20.0 102 
20.0 115 
20.0 102 
15.0 117 
15.0 120 
7.5 111 
7.5 110 
5.0 109 
5.0 113 
5.0 112 
Polynomial Equation, E = 113,198 - 0.17484 S/d 
s 
Correlation coefficient = 0.199635 
Standard deviation = 6.04926 
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of deflection versus load was therefore significant at the 0.995 confi-
dence level, using Fisher's F test for significance. A data plot arid a 
plot of tl;le linear.regression of deflection pi term.on load pi term is 
shown in Figure 17. Data for this:test is given in Table VII. 
The effects of both spacing and depth on deflection per unit-length 
of uncracked concrete panels for a constant value of PL2/EI of 0,0021 
were investigated for statistical significance. The spacing pi term, 
S/d , had a linear regression correlation coefficient of 0.069 and a 
s 
Fisher's F test value of 0.062; The depth pi term, D/d , had a linear 
s 
regression correlation coefficient of 0.225 and a Fisher's F test value 
of 0.867. The effects of both wire spacing and panel depth on the de-
flection pi term were found to be not significa~t·at the 0.95 confidence 
level. This was the anticipated results of this phase of the test as 
the reinforcement was located at ·the neutral axis of all panels and all 
panels were tested in the -elastic range of the concrete, All twenty 
seven panels were included in the test. Data for these tests are given, 
in Tables VIII and IX. 
Cracked Panel Data 
Selection of a single value of the load pi term, PL2/EI, as used in 
the analysis of performance for uncracked panels was not possible for 
determining the performance of cracked panels. First, no single value 
of PL2/EI would apply for all panels for loads greater than cracking 
loads but less than failure loads. Values that would represent ultimate 
loads for some panel treatments would represent ·loads less than cracking 
loads for other panel treatments. , Second, deflection of panels after 
initial cracking is primarily a function of the number and location of 
78 
c.rackso Since cracking was not uniform, either in number or location 
for the various wire spacing and depth treatments, any deflection pi 
term that did not consider crack number and location as a function of 
load would not be applicable" Deflection is also a function of the 
amount of reinforcement, or I • Panels with larger amounts of reinforce-
. c 
ment deflected less under the same load. This is shown in Figure 14. 
Therefore, the deflection pi term used is a direct comparison of measur-
ed and computed deflections •.. 
Development of the equation for computing the deflection of cracked 
panels, and examples as applied to the size panel and type lo.ading 1,lSed, 
are given in Appendix B, The conjugate beam method was used to compute 
deflections of cracked panels. The effective distance, ~' for deter-
mining the magnitude of the elastic weights .. at a cracked section, or the 
length at a crack in which tensile stress is lost in the concrete and 
the cracked section moment of inertia is effective, was determined by 
testing, as stated in Chapter IV, Theoretical Testing. This distance 
was found to be three inches in length, or one and one half inches 
either side of a crack. Method of obtaining effective length, 2, is 
given below" 
Minimum crack spacing in panels tested was noted to be approxi-
mately three inches,· Therefore, deflections based on load and crack 
locations for the three standard panels, Panel 19, 20 and 21, were com-
puted by the conjugate beam method using trial values of JI, of two in,, 
two and one half in., three in., three and one ha.lf in., and four in. 
Deflections were computed for each of the three panels for four load 
increments and computed deflections. for the fou:r loads, using the five 
values of JI," peflections computed were compared with measured values 
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of deflection for the four load increments, to determine an effective 
length, of fl, or length of .tensile stress loss in th:e concrete. The 
four loads used were crac~ing loads and the three subsequent load in.,. 
crements. 
A trial length of three inches for fl gave an average value of 
1.159 for t~e ratio of measured deflections versus computed deflections 
for.the four load increments investigated, The wire reinforcement 
stresses were then computed for the four.loads for each of the three 
panels to determine if the yield stress of the wire reinforcement had 
been exceeded by the loads. The two higher load increments were found 
to produce wire stresses in excess of seventy thousand pounds per square 
inch. Since· these stresses were in exce.ss of minimum yield strength of 
the wire, these load values were excluded and the average deflection 
ratio for the two remaining loads for the three panels was again com-. 
puted. The average deflecti9n ratio for the six remaining data points, 
for fl equal to three inches, was found to be 1,0025, measured deflection 
versus computed deflection., Therefore, three inches was accepted for 
the length of fl for computing panel def lectipn due to cracked panel mo-
ment of inertia for all panels. 
The minimum stress in the reinforcement after initial cracking for 
the three standard panels were determined to be 55,000 psi. Therefore, 
meas.ured ·deflections used for computing the deflection pi. term, M !!. , 
c 
were selected for loads that produced a stress in the reinforcement of 
55,000 to 70,000 psi. This was to ensure uniformity of bond stresses in 
the panels for comparative values of computed and measured deflections. 
All other data points were excluded from analysis of cracked panel.per-
formance. 
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Strain data were recorded for the cracked panel tests but no at~ 
tempt.was made to determine spacing effects or depth effects on strain. 
Due to the thin section of.the panels, two and.three fold increases in 
strain were frequently noted when cracks occurred in the .concrete below 
a strain.gage and progressed to near the compressive face of the panels. 
If the crack occurred outside the portion of the panel monitored by the 
strain gage, no increase in strain was. noted.. Therefore, it appeared 
that recorded strain was a measure of strain at the gage location, not 
necessarily panel performance. 
All panels had been.designed to perform as under-reinforced beams 
to assure ductility and to allow the panels to fail due to yielding of 
the reinforcement. Balanced design for the concrete .and wire reinforce-
ment used was approximately three and one half per cent. It was assumed 
that a valid moment of inertia of all cracked panels could be computed, 
using transformed. section me.thods, for computing Ic for determining 
computed deflections. A check on the validity of this assumption, the 
effect.of the percentage of the reinforcement of the panels as a function 
of the deflection pi term for all data points used in the analysis, was 
investigated for statistical significance. 
Statistical Significance, Cracked Panels 
The .. effects of both reinforcement spacing, S, and depth of panel, 
D, on the deflection of.cracked panels were investigated for signifi-
cance. A linear regression analysis of the effects of spacing versus 
the ratio of measured and computed deflections, or S/d versus ~/~ , 
s c 
gave a correlation coefficient of 0.329 and a Fisher's F value of 3.03. 
The effect of depth treatment versus the ratio of measured and computed 
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deflection, or D/d versus ~/~ , gave a linear regression correlation 
s c 
coefficient of 0.292 and a Fisher's F value of 2.23. Both spacing and 
depth effects were found to be not significant at the 0.95 confidence 
level. Data used for these tests is given in Tables X and XI. 
Data points used for the above analysis were limited to loads that 
produced reinforcement stresses from fifty five to seventy thousand 
pounds per square inch. Three data points were used for each panel 
with S/d and D/d values of 5.0 and 7.5. Only two data points for each 
s s 
of the standard panels, or S/d and D/d value of 10, were used, as ex-
s s 
plained previously in determination of.~. Only on~ data point was ac-
ceptable for each of the three panels with S/d values of 15. Only two 
s 
panels, with one data point each, of the three withD/d values of 15 
. s 
were acceptable. All other panels exceeded the reinforcement stress 
limit of 70,000 psi after initial cracking. Therefore, none of the 
panels with S/d or D/d values of 20 are included in the cracked panel 
s s 
dat;:a. 
The effect of the ratio of the reinforcement ratio, p, as a func-
tion of computed versus .measured deflection was also investigated to 
determine if using transformed section analysis would be valid for 
values of p tested, A linear regression of the deflection ratio as a 
function of per cen.t reinforcement gave a correlation coefficient of 
0.133 and a Fisher~s F value of.0.795. Therefore, the effect of rein-
forcement ratio on the ratio of measured versus computed deflections was 
not found to be significant at the 0.95 confidence level. Data is given 
in. Table XII; 
Ultimate Strength Data 
The ultimate strength.value used for analysis of reinforced con~ 
crete panel performance was the total destruction load, or P • This 
u 
load is the maximum load recorded prior to complete failure of the 
panels. The computed maximum load was determined by dividing the com-
puted ultimate moment for the individual panels by the length from the 
load knife to the support, or L/3. Computed ultimate moments was de-
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termined by the ACI Standard Building Code Equation 16-1, page 68. The 
equation is; 
M = 0 (wt2f 1 q(l.O - 0.59q)) 
u c 
where 
r/J = capacity reduction factor 
w = width of panel, in. 
t 
-
effective depth, in, 
q = p f If I y c 
p = A /wt s 
f' = ultimate compressive strength of concrete, psi. c 
The effective depth of ·the reinforcement was t, the depth to the cen-
troid of the reinforcement for the individual panels, as given in Table 
IV. The value for p, or per cent reinforcement, for each individual 
panel is also given in Table IV. 
The computed values of P are based on the yield strength of the 
c 
reinforcement and not on the collapse load. Therefore, the ratio of 
actual failure load to ultimate computed load should be unity or greater. 
Ultimate measured load for most panels was twenty five to thirty five 
per cent above the computed ultimate load based on yield point,of the 
reinforcement. Some panels exceeded computed ultimate moments by as 
much as fifty per cent, and also exceeded the ultima~e moment possible 
if the centroid of compressive stresses was at the surface of the ·con-
crete. As stated previously, this would be possible only if the sup-
porting rollers offered restraint, reducing the tensile stress in the 
lower portion of the panel. 
The thinnest panels, D/ d s equal 5. 0, did not excee.d the design 
load by a large margin. One panel failed at design load and the other 
two exceeded the design load by about ten per cent. This reduction in 
the ultimate.moment pi term value for this group of panels is probably 
83 
due to the fact that they had the highest percentage of reinforcement of 
all panels tested and exceeded the limits of the ultimate moment equa-
tion. The reinforcement for these thinnest panels was.at or very near. 
balanced design, reducing the ductility of the panels. 
Statistical Significance, Ultimate Loads 
The effect of the spacing pi term, S/d , on ultimate load versus 
s 
computed ultimate load, or P /P , was investigated for all fifteen panels 
u c 
with spacing treatment. The correlation coefficient for the linear re-
gression analysis was 0.269 and the value of F was 1.01, or, using 
Fisher's F test, S/d effects on ultimate strength was found to be not 
s 
significant at .the 0.95 confidence level. 
The effect of depth, or D/d , versus the ultimate moment pi term 
s 
was investigated for thirteen panels, the two panels that ·failed at 
initial cracking being excluded. The correlation coefficient of linear 
regression was found to be 0.513 and the F value was 3.93. This F value 
was. found to be not .sign:l,.f icant at the 0. 95 confidence level, using 
Fisher's F test. 
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Based on the above findings, it can.be assumed tha1;: neither spacing 
of the,reinforcem,ent or the ·depth of the panels have"signifioant effect 
OIJ. the.actual ultimat.e·moment .other than as provided for in.computed 
value of ultimate moment. No increase in ultimate moment othei:: than 
the expected. incre,ase .due to a ·higher .percentage ·of reinforcement was. 
noted for the closer spacing of reinforcement •. Data .for the above tests 
are given.in Tables XIII and XIV. 
CHAPTER X 
THE PREDICTION EQUATIONS 
The final form of the prediction equation for a series of equations 
far pi terms plotted in arithmetic space is obtained by combining the 
various independent equations by addition and subtracting the number of 
pi terms minus t\Vo, or s - 2, times the value of any pi term where all 
values are constant. The general equation for a system involves only 
those pi terms that are varied in the study, or s number of pi terms. 
The equation is of the form: 
71' 
l F(1T2' ii'J' 
F(rr 2 , :rr 3 ........ n9 ) - (s-2) 
e fl o • I') .. ~ TI. ) 
s 
All computations of prediction equations were obtained for this study by 
the use of the multiple regression program. Use of the multiple re-
gression program to determine the prediction equation allowed a more 
useful evaluation of the data &II the correlation coefficient and the 
standard deviation of observed versus computed values of the pi term 
were obtained direc.tly. 
Stiffness of Uncracked Panels 
Data for the th:ree test series for deflection pi terms fot' un-
cracked panels are tabulated in Table VII, Table VIII and Table IX. 
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Table VII·lists deflection pi term values for tests of unciacked panels 
in which the independent pi term PL2/EI was varied while the other inde-. 
pendent pi terms were held constant. Table VII lists data recorded for 
the tests in which the independent pi term S/d was varied while the 
s 
other independent pi terms were held constant; Table IX lists data re-
corded for the tests in which the independent pi term D/d was varied 
. . s 
while .the other independent pi terms were he~d constant~ 
Three curves were plotted for uncracked panel• using 4ata listed in 
Tables VII, VII+. and IX. Th,e data plotted represent the effects. of the· 
three independent pi terms, PL2/k, S/d and D/d respectively, on.the s s . 
dependent pi term, A/L, the deflection at the center of the panel divided 
by the length of panel. The function used to describe the relationship 
between the dependent pi term, plotted as ordinate, and the independent 
pi term, plotted as abscissa, was obtained using least squares multiple .. 
regression analysis. The intercept of Y, the equation of.the line and 
th~ correlation coefficient are given on each plot in addition to actual 
data plots. 
Experimental data showing the relationship between A/L at the center 
of the panel and PL2/EI for the six sele(;!ted values of load, or four 
load increments, are shown in Figu~e 17. The plot indicates that the 
data fit a .linear equation of the type, Y =A f BX, or: 
A/L = -0.0000054 f 0.01361 (PL2/EI) 
The values of the intercept, A, and the slope of the line, B, were ob-
tained by linear regression, using a least squares multiple.regression 
analysis program. Correlation coefficient .of 0,989 indicates a high 
staUstical.significance, or Fisher's Fis significant at the 0.995 con-
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TABLE VII 
DATA FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND BEST FIT CURVE, LOAD EFFECT 
ON PANEL DEFLECTION AT MIDSPAN, UNCRACKED PANELS 
Panel Number PL2/EI ML 
0.00646 0.000092 
0.01615 0.000216 
0.02495 0.000342 
19 0.03450 0.000438 
0.04300 0.000634 
0.05330 0.000725 
0.00474 0.000046 
0.01275 0.000142 
0.01942 0.000262 
20 0.02830 0.000404 
0.03520 0.000522 
0.04830 0.000567 
0.00646 0.000092 
0.01230 . 0.000146 
0.02020 0.000274 
21 0.02750 0.000358 
0.03500 0.000471 
0.04320 0.000593 
Polynomial Equation, ~/L = - 0.000005401 f 0.01361 PL2/EI 
Correlation Coefficien~ = 0.989 
Standard Deviation = 0.00003 
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fidence level. 
The equation for deflection of a simple beam is given as a function 
of PL3/EI, or 6/L • f(PL2/EI), assuming all other variables were held 
constant. 2 . It would be assumed that if the value of PL /EI were hel~ 
constant, any variation in the deflection for the given value of P would 
be a function of reinforcement spacing. 
Experimental data showing the relationship between 6/L and S/d are 
s 
shown in Figure 18. The equation of the plot, in the form Y = A f BX, 
is: 
A/L = 0.00036614 - 0.000000104138 (s/d ) 
s 
This is an almost horizontal line. with the intercept .at A, as shown in 
Figure 19. Spacing effects of reinforcement on deflection was found to 
be not significant at the 0.95 cCilnfidence level. 
The relationship between deflecti<;>in. and depth of panel~ or A/L and 
D/d , is illustrated in Figure 19. The equation of the slope of the line 
s 
and the intercept were obtained by least squares linear regression 
analysis. Tht! equation, of .the form, Y • A t BX, was found to be: 
A/L • 0.00027181 + 0.00000159618 (D/d ) 
s 
The slope of the line is practically zero. The depth of panel has no 
significant effect on deflection per unit length for values of PL2/EI in 
the elastic range of the panel, 0.95 confidence level. 
Prediction Equation, Uncracked Panels 
The final form of the prediction equation for the effects of load, 
wire spacing and depth of panel on deflection was found to be: 
. I OL-· 
. . 0 5.0 
• 
1~5 10.0 .· 
<rrg· = ~ 
.... ds 
15.0 
Figure 18. Data Plot, 11/LVersus S/d 
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TABLE VIII 
DATA FOR REGRESSIONAL ANALYSIS AND BEST FIT CURVE, 
SPACING EFFECT OF REINFORCEMENT ON PANEL· 
DEFLECTION.AT_ MIDSPAN, UNCRACKED PANELS 
S/d 
s 
20.0 
20.0 
20.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
0.0003625 
0.0003750 
0.0003208 
0.0003625 
0 .0003875 . 
0,0003750 
0.0002833 
0.0002833 
0.0002875 
0.0003833 
0.0004833 
0.0004167 
0.0002875. 
0.0003958 
0.0003667 
Polynomial ·Equation, 11/L = 0.0003661-0.00000070413 
S/d 
s 
Correlation,Coefficient = 0.069028 
Standard Deviation = 0.000058866 
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TABLE IX 
PATA FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND BEST FIT CURVE, 
DEP~H OF PANEL EFF.ECT ON PANEL DEFLECTION 
AT MIDSPAN, UNCRACKED PANELS 
D/d 
. s 6./L 
20. 33 . 0.0003333 
20.04 0.0002687 
19. 87 . 0.0002792 
14~98 0.0002583 
15.11 0.0002778 
14. n 0.0003889 
10. 34 . 0.0002833 
9.96 0.0002875 
10.24 0.0002833 
7.56 0.0002889 
8.18 0.0003278 
1.89 0.0002889 
5.59 0.0003000 
5.43 0.0002167 
5.40 0.0002750 
Po.lynomial Equation, 6./L = 0.0002718f0.000001596 
D/d 
s 
Correlation Coefficient = 0.225 
Standard Peviation = 0.00004 
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/J./L = 0.000009983 f 0.000001562 (S/d ) f 0.000001299 (D/d ) f 0.01295 
s s 
(PL 2/EI) 
The equation of·observed versus calcl,llated values.of the above pre.die.,. 
tio.n equation was. Y = -0, 00000001 f 1. OOOX where Y is.· the ,observed. 
vall,les of.A/Land Xis the values of A/L from t~e prediction equation, 
Correlation coefficient was 0.917 and the stan<;lard deviation wa~ 
0.00006. 
Stiffness of .. Cracked Panels 
Data for·the deflection tests of .cracked panels are tabulated in 
Tables X, XI and XII. Table X lists deflection pi term valµes, A/A , 
c 
for tests in which the independent pi term S/ds was varied while ir 10 , 
D/d, was held constant• Table.XI, lists data recor<;led for the tests 
s 
in which the independent p~ tet;m D/ds was varied while 11' 9 ,. S/ds' was 
held constant. Experimental data·showing values of ir 4 , A/Ac' for four 
values of ir 9, S/ds' are shown with the equation of the .plot in ·Figure 
20• Dat:a are given in Table X, . The equation was obtained by least 
squares multiple regression analysis and is of the quadratic form, · 
2 Y •A f B1X f B2X • The best fit equation of the curve is: 
A/A. = 1,38822 - 0.115318 (S/d ) + 0.00730266 (S/d ) 2 
c . s s. 
The correlation coeff,icient is 0.46548 and the standard deviation 0.2148. 
Spacing effects of reinforcement on deflection of cracked·panels was not 
significant. at the O. 95 confidence. level. 
The relationship between the deflection pi term and the depth in 
term for cracked panels is shown in.Figure 21. Data is given.in Table 
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TABLE X 
DATA FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND BEST FIT CURVE, 
SPACING EFFECTS OF REINFORCEMENT ON MEASURED 
VERSUS COMPUTED DEFLECTION, CRACKED PANELS 
S/d 
s 
Mti 
c 
15.0 1.4457 
15.0 1.3777 
15.0 0.9964· 
10.0 1.5670 
10.0 1.1970 
10.0 0.9002 
10.0 0.9973 
10.0 0.7994 
10.0 0.8400 
7.5 0.6435 
7.5 0.6985 
7.5 0.8093 
7.5 0.6978 
7.5 0.7049 
7.5 0.7895 
7.5 1.0762 
7.5 1.1649 
7.5 1.1436 
5.0 1.2144 
5.0 1.1671 
5.0 1.1984 
5.0 0.9193 
5.0 0.9949 
5.0 1.0496 
5.0 0.8608 
5.0 0.8570 
5.0 0.9408 
Polynomial Equation,, t:J l:i c = 1. 38822-0 .1153 S/ d8 
f 0.0073027 (S/d )2 
s 
Correlation Coefficient = 0.4655 
Standard Deviation = 0.21488 
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TABLE XI 
DATA FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND BEST FIT CURVE, 
DEPTH OF PANEL EFFECT ON MEASURED VERSUS 
COMPUTED DEFLECTION, CRACKED PANELS 
D/d 
s. 
ll/ ti 
c 
15.0 0.4891 
15.0 1.4595 
10.0 1.1970 
10.0 1. 5670 
10.0 0.9002 
10.0 0.9973 
10.0 0.7994 
10.0 0.8400 
7.5 0.7220 
7.5 0.6015 
7.5 0.4936 
7,5 0.5331 
7.5 0.4943 
7.5 0.4913 
7.5 0.7825 
7.5 0.6573 
7.5 0.6753 
5.0 0.6876 
5.0 0.6423 
5.0 0.8063 
5.0 0.7574 
5.0 0.6008 
5.0 0.6624 
5.0 1.1586 
5.0 1.1025 
5.0 0.8879 
Polynomial Equation, 6/6 = 0.77337-0.01918 D/d 
c s 
f 0.0026288 (D/d ) 2 
s 
Correlation Coefficient = 0.30586 
Standard Deviation = 0.28323 
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XI. The·equation for·the deflection pi term versus the depth pi term, 
obtained by least squares multiple regression analysis, is of the. 
2 quadratic form, Y = A 1- B1X I- B2X • The equation is: 
~/~ = 0.77337 - 0.019179 (D/d ) f 0.0026288 (D/d ) 2 
c s s 
The correlation coefficient is 0.305 and the standard deviation is 
0.2832. The effect of depth of panel on deflection of cracked panels 
was found to be not significant at the 0. 95 confidence level,· 
The reinforcement ratio, p, could not be held constant while 
varying spacing of reinforcement and depth of panel for a single wire 
diameter. Therefore, a regression analysis was conducte,d to determine 
if the reinforcement ratio had a significant effect on the computed 
versus measured deflection. Data used are given in Table XII. Results 
of th,e least squares multiple regression analysis of the deflection pi 
term for cracked panels and the reinforcement ratio, p, are shown in 
Figure 22. The equation of the best fit plot is of the quadratic form 
2 Y =A I- B1X 1- B2X • The equation is: 
~/~ = 2,1875 - 1.1803 (p) I- 0.2419 (p) 2 
c 
The correlation coefficient is 0,132887 and the standard deviation is 
0.2785, Effects of per cent of reinforcement on cracked panel deflec,.. 
tion was found to be not significant at the 0.95 confidence level. 
Prediction Equation, Cracked Panels 
The final form of the prediction equation for deflection of cracked 
panels.was also determined by least squares multiple regression analysis. 
The prediction equation, combining the three dimensionless parameters, 
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1.04 
1.05 
1106 
L14 
1.14 
1.50 
1.50. 
1.52 
1.52 
1.52 
1.52. 
1.93 
1,93 
1.93 
2,12 
2.12. 
2.12 
2.22 
2.22 
2~ 22. 
2.38 
2 •. 38. 
2.38 
2.60 
2.6'0 
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TABLE XII 
DATA FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND BEST FIT CURVE, 
PER CENT REINFORCEMENT EFFECT ON MEASURED VERSUS 
COMPUTED DEFLECTION, CRACKED PANELS 
1.3777 
L4595 
0.4891 
1.4457 
0.9964 
0.8400 
0.7994 
0.9973 
o. 9002 ' 
l~ 1970. 
1.5670 
0.5753 
0.6573 
0.7825 
0,4936 
0 •. 6015 · 
o. 7220 
1.0762 
1.1649 
1,1436 
o. 4913 
0.4943· 
0.5331 
0.6435 
0.6985 
0.8093 
p 
2.60 
2.60 
2.60 
2.78 
2.78 
2.78 
2.78 
2.78 
2.80 . 
2.80 
2.80 
3.42 . 
3.42 
3.4.2 . 
3.47 
3.47 
3.47 
3.60 
3.60 
3.60 
2 Polynomial Equation, A/Ac = 2.18754 - l.1803p f 0•2419 p 
Correlatiop. Coefficient =. 0 .1328.87 
Standard Deviation= 0.2785 
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0.6978 
0.7049. 
0.7895 
0.8063 
0.6423 
0.6876 
1.1025 
1.1586 
0.6624· 
0.6008 
o. 7574 . 
0.8608 
0.8570 
0.9408 
1.2144 
1.1671 
1.1984. 
0.9193 
0.9949· 
1.0496 
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resulted in a higher correlation coefficient than that obtained for any 
of.the individual pi term plots. The prediction equation is of the 
2 2 2 quadratic form Y = A t B1X1 f B2x1 f B3x2 f B4x2 f B5x3 f B6x3 , or: 
Ii/fl 
c 
= 8.698 - 0.7389 (S/d) f 0.02934 (S/d ) 2 - 0.2975 (D/d) 
s s s 
0.009945 (D/d ) 2 - 0.9515 (p) f 0.05074 (p) 2 
s 
Correlation for the above equation is 0.637 and the standard deviation 
is 0.21662. The equation for observed versus calculated values of de-
flection is Y = 0.000269 f 0.9997 X where Y is the observed values of 
fl/fl and.Xis the predicted values of fl/fl from the prediction equation, 
c c 
Ultimate Strength of Panels 
Ultimate strength properties for the two test series of panels is 
tab~lated in .. Table XIII and Table XIV, Table XIII lists· ultimate load 
versus computed ultimate load for fifteen panels with five values of 
S/d , with three replications of each, and the depth term D/d held con~ 
s s 
stant. Table XIV lists ultimate load versus computed load for fifteen 
panels with five values of D/d , with the reinforcement spacing pi term 
s 
S/d being held constant. 
s 
The ratio of ultimate load, P , to computed ultimate load, P , for u . . c 
the panels with five values of S/d is shown in Figure 24. The intercept 
s 
and the slope of.the line, of the form Y m A f BX, was obtained by linear. 
regression for the data plotted in Figure 2~. Y is the dependent var-
iable P /P and X is the independ.ent. variable . S/ d , The intercept of 
u c s 
the line is A and the slope.of the line is given as B, The best fit 
equation .of the line, determined from.the data plotted, is: 
-· 
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TABLE XIII 
DATA FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND BEST FIT CURVE, 
SPACING EFFECT OF REINFORCEMENT ON RATIO OF 
MEASURED VERSUS COMPUTED ULTIMATE LOAD 
S/d 
s 
p /P 
u c 
20.0 1.4228 
20.0 1.2876 
20.0 1.5476 
15.0 1.3552 
15.0 1.4488 
15.0 1.3599 
10.0 1 .. 4192 
10.0 1.3852 
10.0 1. 2785 
7.5 1.4543 
7.5 1.6097 
7.5 1.3247 
5.0 1.2092 
5.0 1.3516 
5.0 1. 2597 
Polynomial Equation, P /P = 1.32134f0.00051822 
u c 
S/d 
s 
Correlation Coefficient = 0.26865 
Standard Deviation= 0.10748 
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TABLE XIV 
DATA FOR REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND BEST FIT CURVE, 
DEPTH OF PANEL EFFECT ON RATIO OF MEASURED 
VERSUS COMPUTED ULTIMATE LOAD 
D/d 
s 
20.0 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
10.0 
10.0 
10.0 
7.5 
7.5 
7.5 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
p /P 
u c 
1.4123 
1.3023 
1.3415 
1.2416 
1.2785 
1.3952 
1.4192 
1.3580 
1.3988 
1.3685 
0.9925 
1.1048 
1.1161 
Polynomial Equation, Pu/Pc= 0,82588f0.07862 
D/d - 0.0027345 
s 
(D/d ) 2 
s 
Correlation.,Coefficient = 0.6645 
Standard Deviation = 0.10603 
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P /P = 1.32133 f 0.0051822 (S/d ) 
u c s 
The correlation coefficient for the above equation is 0.26865 and the 
standard deviation is 001074798. Effects of reinforcement spacing on 
ultimate load were not.significant at the 0.95 confidence level. 
Values of P /P for five .values of D/d and the equation of the 
u c s 
regression line are shown in Figure 24. The equatipn of the curve 
plotted for ultimate strength of panels as a function of depth is shown. 
in Figure 25. The curve.was obtained for best fit using the least 
squares multiple regression .analysis program and is of the form, Y = A f 
BX f m~2 • The equation is: 
p /P 
u c 
= 0.825288 f 0.0786188 (D/d ) - 0.0027345 (D/d ) 2 
s s 
The correlation C()efficient is.·0.305859 and the standard deviation is 
0.28323. Depth effects on ultimate load were not significant at the 
0.95 confidence level, 
Prediction Equati.on, Ultimate Strength 
The final form of· the prediction equation fo.r P /P .. £[(S/d },(D/d )] 
' . u c s s 
is given belpw. The equation obtained, of the partial quadratic form, 
is: 
P /P = 0.6679 f 0.005711 (S/d ) f 0.09955 (D/d ) - 0.003584 (D/d ) 2 
u c s s s 
The correlation coefficient is 0.637 and the standard deviation is 
0.10973. The equation of observed vs. calculated values of 
Y = 0.00089172 f l.0007X, where Y is the observed values of P /P and X 
u c 
is the computed values of P /P fr.om the prediction equationo 
u c 
CHAPTER XI 
VALIDATION TESTS 
Because of the limitations imposed on the original test series of 
placement of all reinforcement at the center of the panel, the neutral 
axis of uncracked panels, and the use of the same wire size of all 
spacings, a validation of all prediction equations was not attempted. 
Instead, a test was conducted to determine if spacing effects would have 
an influence on panel stiffness and ultimate strength if·· wire sizes were 
varied and the amount of steel, or p, were held constant. 
Three wire sizes were selected for the test and two panels were 
cast with each of the three wire sizes. The test was limited to six 
panels so all could be cast from the same batch of concrete. The panels 
were approximately the same size as the original test panels, 1.5 in. in 
depth and 9.0 in. in width. The span.was the same as.the original test 
panels for 1.35 in. depth, or 24 in. test span. The same mix was used 
as had been used in previous tests, as given on page 45. Reinforcement 
was located 3/8 in. above the bottom of the panel, to provide minimum 
recommended cover and to obtain more.efficient use of the reinforcement. 
Reinforcement on the original test panels was located at mid-depth, or 
0.675 in. from the bottom of the panel. 
The three wire sizes selected for the test were No. 14 wire mesh, 
1 by 1 in. spacings, No. 10 wire mesh, 6 by 6 in. spacings; and.No. 6 
wire mesh, 6 by 6 in. spacings. Table XV gives the dimensions of the 
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wire used and the number of wires needed to give an almost uniform value 
of A , or area of steel. Additional wires were wired in place to the 
s 
cross wires to give the spacings listed in Table XV. Cross wires were 
removed from the No. 10 and No. 6 wires added but a short section, ap-
proximately 1/2 inch long, was left to improve bond. The number of wires 
needed for the No. 14 wire reinforcement was double that provided by the 
mesh spacing so two layers were wired together to give the required 
amount of wire. Increasing the width of the panels to nine inches pro-
vided sufficient space for the above wires and for an edge spacing of 
one half inch minimum clearance. The casting bed and reinforcement for 
validation tests is shown in Figure 25. 
TABLE XV 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF WIRE FOR VALIDATION TESTS 
Wire Size Diameter A /Wire No, of Wires Spacing Total A 
Gage in. 
$ . 2 
9 in. panel in. 2 s in, in. 
14 0.082 0.00527 17 o.s 0.0896 
10 0.139 0.01515 6 1.5 0.0909 
6 0.197 0.0309 3 3.0 0.0927 
The three wire sizes above provide almost the same total area of 
wire, the area of the No , 6 wire being 1. 5 % higher , for each of the nine 
in. wide panels. The depth of the panels was controlled by using l~ by 
1~ in. steel angles for the side forms for the panels. The No. 14 wire 
was donated by Sheffield St&el Division, Armco Corporation. The other 
wire mesh was obtained locally and was of American manufacture. All 
wire was cleaned and brushad to remove any scale or rust prior to in-
Figure 25. Casting Bed and Reinforcement Used for Vali-
dation Tests, Strike Boards in Background. 
Wire sizes, left to right, No. 6, No. 10 
and No. 14. 
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stalling it in the forms.; All wire was tested to determine yield point· 
and minimum strength. A stress-strain diagram for t~e wire used is. 
shown in Figure 26. 
Comparative values for.the dimension~ess terms, S/d , D/d and p, 
s s 
plus the wire surf ace area per unit length .of panel are listed Table XVI. 
The.advantage of smaller wire in.providing additional surface·area for a 
given value of A is obvious.. The pi terms were included for comparison 
s 
only since this test was a test ·of spacing effects only, D and p being 
con9tant;:s. 
TABLE XVI 
WIRE SURFACE AREA AND DIMENSIONLESS TERMS FOR VALIDATION TEST 
Wire Size Surface Area, Wire, ·s/d D/d .. p 
Gage . 21. 1 . s s Gent in. in.. pane per 
14 4 •. 375 6.25 18.75 0.895 
10 2.623 11.10 lLlO 0.910 
6 1.855 15.62 7.80 0.929 
The six panels tested were cast in the,Agricultural Engineering 
Laboratories and given the identical curing treatment as the panels in 
t~e original test. They were removed from the curing bath at 28 days, 
air dried an open metal racks, and measured for accuracy of dimension. 
Bending tests of the panels we~e conducted on the.29th and 30th day after 
removal from the curing bath. 
The panels were loaded in the same.manner anq data·recording fol-
lowed the same procedure as the original tests. Results of this test. 
are shown .in Figure .27. The stress-.strain relat:i,onship for the concrete 
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Figure 26. Stress-Strain Plot, Wire for Validation Tests 
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test cylinders for the validation te~ts is shown in Figure 28. Since 
only panels with No. 6 and No. 10 wire performed well and only two data 
points would be available for plotting deflection or tiltimate moment 
equations obtained by regression analysis, no analysis was made. 
The panels with 14 gage wire 'i'.'einforcement failed at much lower 
loads than the other two sets of panels. Panel 14-1 failed after ex-
cessive deflection, primarily due to voids at. the crosswires and poor 
bond, as shown in Figure 29. The close spacing of the cross wires had 
interfered ·. with the placement of the aggregate and a poor bond was ob-
tained at crosswires. Panel 14-2 failed due to stratification of the 
concrete in placing and finishing. resulting in a large section spalling 
off at the compressive surface of the concrete. This failure is shown 
in Figure 30. Stratification was due to overworking the concrete in an 
attempt to work all aggregate down through the small mesh of the No. 14 
wire. Ultimate loads are given in Table XI. 
TABLE XVII 
ULTIMATE LOADS FOR VALIDATION TESTS 
Panel No. S/d P , Pounds P , Pounds % Design Load 
s c ' u 
14-1 6.25 1616' 1635 101.2 
14-2 6.25 1616 1435 88.7 
10-1 11.10 2140 2820 131.5 
10-2 11.10 2140 2970 138.5 
6-1 15.62 2040 2680 131.3 
6-2 15.62 2040 2680 131.3 
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The above ultimate loads and the graphic presentation of deflec-
tion ver~us load in Figure 27 shows that the panels with No. 10 wire 
reinforcement were both stronger and stiffer than the panels .reinforced 
with No. 6 wire. Both. sets of panels deflected at approximately the 
same.rate, although panel 10-2 deflected less at all loads. When 85 
per cent of the ultimate load had been attained, approximately the yield 
point of the No. 6 wire, deflection incre~sed at a more rapid rate for 
the panels with the No. 6 wire reinforcement as compared to deflection 
for those reinforced with No. 10 wire. The reason for this added stiff-
ness and ultimate strength is shown in Figure 26, the No. 10 wire having 
a yield point of 90,000 psi and an ultimate strength of ave+ 100,000 psi, 
compared to 80,000 psi yield point and 90,000 psi ultimate strength for 
the No. 6 wire. As shown irt Table XVII, both the panels reinforced with 
No. 6 wire and panel 10-1 failed at 31% over ultimate design load. 
Panel 10-2 failed at a slightly higher ultimate load. 
Initial cracking for panels with No. 6 and No. 10 wire occurred at 
loads of approximately 1100 lb. and at strains in the compressive sur-
face of the panel of 250 microinches. Strain increases. per unit load 
was equal in panels 10-1, 6-1 and 6-2 up to yield point for the rein-
forcement. Strain increased at a slightly lower rate for panel 10-2, 
which was the stiffest of the four panels. Cracking for all panels oc-
curred at practically the same loads, all panels having a total of four 
cracks develop by the time.the load had increased to 1700 lb. The two 
panels with No. 14 wire cracked at ·1aads of 723 lb. for panel 14-1 and 
at 985 lb. for panel 14-2, respectively. Both developed extensive 
cracking prior to failure, Figures 31 and .32. 
The panels reinforced with No. 14 wire wre observed to crack at 
Figure 29. Failure Section of Panel 14-1, Showing Void 
Along Crosswire at Failure. 
Figure 30. Failure Due to Spalling, or Stratification 
at Compressive Surface of Panel 14-2. 
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Figure 31. Top View of Panel 14-1 Prior to Failure 
Showing Cracking and Location of Micro-
meter Dial to Measure Deflection. 
Figure 32. Front View of Panel 14-1 Prior to Failure 
Showing Crack Development and Crack 
Spacing. 
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crosswire locations. Minimum crack spacings were.one inch for these 
panels. This is shown in Figure 33, showing panel 14-1 with three cracks 
with one in. spacings. Panel 14-2 had five cracks spaced at one inch. 
All other cracks occurred at cross wire locationa. One panel each of·the 
No. 10 wire reinforced panels and the No. 6 wire reinforced panels also 
failed at, or adjacent to, a cross wire location, as seen in Figure 34. 
Cracks were also noted at the other cross wire locations'in.both panels. 
Both panels reinforced with No. 10 wire and those.reinforced with No. 6 
wire developed a total of six cracks with an average spacing of two 
inches. 
Figure 33. Panel 14-1 Showing Crack Spacing at Cross-
wire Locations, With One Inch Crosswire 
Spacings. 
Figure -34. Failure of Panels With Number 6 and 10 
Wires With Failure at Crosswires. 
Failure was outside weld, as shown 
in the picture. 
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CHAPTER XII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The prima.ry,objective of this study was to determine if proximity 
effects of reinforcement, or reinforcement spacing, would have,a signifi-
cant effect on the load-:-deflection performance of ,uncracked and cracked 
concrete panels and upon, the ultimate load carrying capacity of rein-
forced concrete,panels. Two groups of panels were.tested to determine 
proximity effects by the use of similitude and statistical analysis. 
One group.tested was of constant depth, D, with five reinforcement 
spacings. The second group had a ~onstantreinforcement.spacing, s, and 
five deptb,s of panel. All panels were, of the same width• The length .of 
the panel was proportional to the depth so the· group with fiv.e depths 
also had five lengths of panels. Three replications of each depth or 
spacing of reinforcement treatment were tested, or a total of twenty 
seven panels. 
An expe~imental design based on the theory of similitude was de-
., ' 
veloped to determine if reinforcement spacing would have a significant' 
effect on load-deflection rate, strain.at the compressive surface, and 
ultimate· moment for reinforced concrete pan~ls . loaded at .the third 
points. Loads at this location caused uniform moments with zero shear, 
resulting in a uniform area to measure strain, for the center ,third of 
the span. All te~ts were single cycle monotonic destruction tests of 
the reinforced concrete panels. 
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Prediction Equation, Uncracked Panels 
The prediction equation developed for determining deflection at 
the center of the span of an uncracked, reinforced concrete panel was: 
~/L = 0.00000998 f 0.0129 (PL2/EI) f 0.00000156 (S/d ) f 0.0000013 (D/d ) s . s 
Prediction Equation, Cracked Panels 
The prediction equation developed for determining deflection at the 
center of the span for a cracked, reinforced concrete panel was: 
8.698 - 0.7389 (S/d) f 0.02934 (S/d ) 2 - 0.2975 (D/d) 
s s s . 
0.009945 (D/d ) 2 - 0.9515 (p) f 0.05094 (p) 2 
s 
Prediction Equation, Ultimate Strength 
The prediction developed for determining the ultimate strength and 
ultimate load of reinforced, concrete panels with closely spaced rein-
forcement was: 
P /P = 0.6697 f 0.005711 (S/d ) f 0.09955 (D/d ) - 0.003584 (D/d ) 2 
u c s . s . s 
The first prediction equation, ML= f[(S/d ), (D/d ), (PL2/EI)] 
s s 
shows that the deflection for a specific span is proportional to the 
2 load for a given.value of L /EI, or an uncracked panel of reinforced 
concrete demonstrates a linear stress-strain-deflection relationship. 
The effects of spacing and depth of section for constant values of 
2 PL /EI are not significant at the 0.95 confidence level and proximity 
effects and, within the limits of this study, will not be a factor in 
the stiffness of uncracked panels. 
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The second prediction equation, ~/~ = f[(S/d ), (D/d )], indi-
. c s s 
cates. spacing and depth effects on observed versus computed deflection. 
Since reinforced concrete panels are not a homogeneous material but a 
composite of concrete and steel, and since deflection at the center of 
the panels was a function of the extent of cracking and crack location, 
computed deflections were based on observed cracks and their locations. 
Statistical analysis of the Beta terms listed show that none of 
the parameters tes_ted had a significant effect on panel performance, 
tested at the 0.95 confidence level. Therefore, proximity effects of 
reinforcement did not have a significant effect, 0.95 confidence level, 
on deflection performance of pariels tested at stresses less than the 
yield stress of the reinforcement and the concrete, within the limits 
of this study. 
The third prediction equation, P /P • f[(S/d ), (D/d )], showed 
. . u c s s . 
that the recommended ultimate moment and ultimate load was conservative 
for all panels tested with the exception of the panels with an actual 
depth of 0.70 in. Spacin.g effec:t, as noted in the prediction equation 
and as shown on the data plot in Figure 24, had no significant effect, 
0.95 confidence level, on increased ultimate strength of thin, rein-
forced concrete panels. Similar results were obtained when the data 
for depth effect was tested. Therefore, neither spaaing effects nor 
depth effects were significant on ultimate strength of panels in the 
range tested. 
Results. of the validation test substantiated the findings of the 
tests conducted for spacing effe.cts uaing a single size wire. No dif-
£ere.nee in ultimate strength was noted for panels with No. 6 wire rein-
forcement and No. 10 wire reinforcement when the modulus of elasticity 
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and ultimate strength of the two wire sizes were nated. Panels fabri-. 
cated with No. l4owire failed at·much lower loads and had excessive de~ 
flection prior to. failure .due to, voids and the low yield point, of the , 
wire. All panels tested in this series had approximately.the same·a ... 
mount of reinforcement. 
Increased deflection, or an increased rate of deflection, was noted 
for the No. 6 wire reinforced panels as compared to the J,\lo. · 10 wire re-
inforced panels af,ter 80 per cent of the ultimate load had been reached, 
or approximately.yield point for the No. 6 wire reinforcement. The· 
value of.improved stiffness at this point, approximately double design 
loads, is questionable. 
The panels reinforced with No. 14 wire failed primarily because of 
voids in the concrete, caused by the close spacing of the cross wires, 
and 10w yield point of the wire. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
1. Spacing effects should be investigated at initial crackix:ig to 
determine if any real advantage is possible with. the.use of smaller, 
more clo$ely spac~d, wire. Such a test would necessitate .,a continuous 
monitoring of both deflection and load, or a more, sophisticated instru-
mentation than was.available for these tests• 
2. Wire sizes·smaller thax:i No. 10 are available primarily in 
galvanized wire, The galvanized, wire may.have.some,distinct.advantages 
in farm struc~ure~ where animal wastes, high humidity .and caustic chemi-. 
cals are commonly encountered. The performance of galvanized wire and 
cold .. drawn wire reinforcement should be compared as. reinforcement for 
thin co.ncl;'."ete sections to determine the suitability of galvari.ized, wire 
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for reinforcement with initial cracking and ultimate strength being two 
test parameters. 
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APPENDIX A 
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS 
Bond Test 
A preliminary te$t was conducted to determine the minimum bond 
length required to develop the yield strength of the reinforcing wire. 
This test consisted of loading three types of .wire anchorages.in.three 
lengths of ·test blocks of concrete to determine if pull-out or slip 
would occur, what hon~ strength would develop prior to slip and failure, 
and if failure would .be in. bond or if the wire would yield, Al though 
pull-out tests are·not a true measure of bond as would occur in a rein-
forced beam, it is a common te~t to obtain bond characteristics of 
various types and surface.finishes of steel reinforcement. 
One factor considered in the experiment was the minimum length of 
panels to be tested, twelve in., and whether adequate bond.stress could 
be developed in the five in. distance between the load application point 
and the end of the panel to prevent pull-out of the reinforcement,. The 
second item to be investigated was the comparative bond strength of 
straight wire and woven or welded wire, and if failure in welded wire 
specimens would occur at the point of weld in a bond specimen. 
A third anchorage was also included, hooked wires to prevent pull-
out failures. Therefore, this experiment included three types.of wire 
anchorage, three lengths of bond specimens, and four replications of 
each, or a total of 36 test specimens. 
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Wire anchorages tested were: 
1) Plain wire, ends projecting from the specimen. 
2) Plain wire, ends hooked and embedded in the concrete. 
3) Welded wire, one crass wire embedded in. the concrete. 
Lengths of embedment were: 
1) 3 inch; minimum length.of embedment. 
2) 4 inch, median length of embedment, 
3) 5 inch, maximum length of embedment and maximum length of em-
bedment for bond in minimum.length test·panel. 
Casting Procedures 
The wire bond test specimens were cast·as single wires in the 
center ·ofa 3 in• by 3 5/8 in. concrete block with depths equal to em-
bedment lengths. Holes were drilled in the bottom of the forms prior 
to casting the specimen!? to.allow the straight wire and·the welded.wire. 
to. project from the conqete so slippage could be measured and noted at 
the free, or unloaded end. The concrete mix used was same as used in 
all tests. The concrete was hand placed and rodded in the forms and the .. 
forms were vibrated during the placement of the concrete. 
Curiµ.g 
The specimens were cured for a period of 2 days·after placing by. 
covering the forms with wet burlap and keeping them sa,turated during 
this time. The specimens were then removed from the forms and cured in 
water for a period of 26 days, or a total curing time of .28 days; Tern-
0 peratures were maintained at about 70 during this curing time. After 
28 days curing, the pull-out ·specimens were removed from the wate.r and 
placed in a dry location until tested. Tests were conducted 30 days 
after removal from the curing bath. 
Testing Procedures 
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Pull-out tests were conducted on a .universal testing machine. To 
prevent.a conical failure of the concrete at ·the tape of the specimen, 
around the upper portion of the wire, a bearing plate with a 3/16 in. 
hole was fabricated to fit the compression head opening of the universal 
testing machine. The wire was inserted through the hole in the bearing 
plate and clamped in.the upper head of the machine for pull-out tests. 
The bearing plate and test apparatus are shown.in Figure.35. 
The tests were conducted using a testing machine load rate of 0.06 
in. per minute and end slip of the wire was noted by the dropping of the 
weigh beam of the machine and visual observation of marks made on the 
wire projecting from the free end of the concrete bond specimen. The 
marks were scratches one .eighth in. apar.t· on .the projecting wire.· Tests 
were continued until failure of the wire occurred or until a total ·slip 
of 1/2 in. was noted. 
Test results are shown in. Table XVIII. All· straight wire specimens· 
with one· exception, a 5 in. specimen, failed in bond. A second'S in. 
specimen slipped once but ,final failure was a wire failµre. The three 
in; specimens slipped twice during the test prior to final slip failure. 
All carried higher ultimate bond stress than would be expected from first 
slip failures, All wires carried stresses in excess of the yield point 
of the wire prior _to ultimate bond failure. All 3 in. embedment speci;;.. 
men ts with ,hook.ed wires and welded wirei;;. failed due to. wire failures. 
Therefore, the. 4 and 5 in, bond lengths specimens with hooked and welded 
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Tensile Load 
t 
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Figure 35. Pull-Out Test Bracket 
Specimen,: fype. 
3" Straight :/11 
wire 112, ··· 
113 
114 . 
4" Straight Ill 
wire 112 
113 
114 
511 Straight fl 
wire 112 
113 
114 
3" Hooked Ill 
wire 112 
113' 
114 
3 11 Welded Ill 
wire 112 
113 
114 
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TABLE ·XVII:): 
BOND TEST RESULTS 
Seconc;l Slip Ultim.ate'Failure 
Load Bond. . · Load .. • · Bond. · 
Fi!;st Slip 
Load.· Bond. 
lb. psi lb. psi . lb. psi 
800 630 1000 785 1170 920 
800 630 980 770 1120 880 
720 566 1120 880 
1035 815 1035 815 
1030 608 1150 680 
1085 640 1300 766* 
1030· 608 1250 738 
Wire broken·prior to test, no tei;t • 
1000 471 1220 580* 
930 438 1120 528 
1275 602*. 
1130· 533 1180 556 
1265*. 
1185* 
1195* 
1210* 
1270* 
1135* 
1260* 
1070* 
Asterisk (*) denotes wire broke in.test. 
Fi.gure 36. Pull-Out Test Specimen, 5 Inch Embedment, 
Showing Wire Failure. 
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wires were not tested, 
Discussion of Pull-Out Tests 
Slip failures in bon4 pult-out tests were no.ted by Mathey (l4) and 
Watstein(22 ) in testing standard reinforcing bars; With 3/4 in, bars, 
Watstein noted first slip at 225 and 215 psi respectively for eight ·in. 
and twelve in. embedment, Mathey and Watstein. defined a free end slip 
of 0.002 in. as critical bond stress, or a lbaded end slip of 0.01 in., 
whichever occurred first, Since.slips in these (OSU Agr. Engr,) pull.;_ 
out tests were noted visually, or by a drop in the weigh beam of ·the 
test machine, "first slips" noted would be in excess of the above. 
Ferguson .and Thompson (6) found the deve:Lopment lengths of bars for 
bond stress to increase with decreased steel stress and decrease with 
increased f', or ultimate strength of c;:oncrete. The.smallest bar tested 
c 
was a 113 bar with 1 1/2 in. cover. In 3,000 psi concrete, it developed 
ove:i: 80 kips per square in •. in a } .5 in, (20 d) development length. 
Theultimate strength of ·the conc;:rete for the pull-:out .specimens 
tested was obtained by capping the 5 in. pull-out' blocks after bond 
tests were completed, then,loading them in a standard compression test. 
Ultimate loads were reduced 20 per cent for shape factor, as recommended 
by Billig(3). The specimens tested averaged 5193 psi, with 5,040 psi 
minimum and 5,390 psi maximum. 
Based on the above findings, and the relationship of bond stress 
and the yield strength of the wire, it was assumed that.the five in. 
em,bedment length woul<i provide sufficient bond to preveni: pull-out. 
Minimum, strength of 5,000 psi would be required for the concrete, 
Test for E for Two Sides of Thin Plates 
c 
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Mench(lS), in his study of small test -arches, found a marked differ-
ence·in the modulus of elasticity, E , for concrete on the form side and 
c . 
the outer surface of small arches. The concrete was.applied pneumatical-
ly and. troweled smooth'after all arches had be.en cast. The delay in 
curing, to allow the surface to be troweled smooth, may have caused the 
apparent difference. To avoid errors due to variance in EI of the con7' 
crete, the stiffness factor, due to variation~ in Ec' an experiment was 
conducted to determine if the modulus of elasticity would vary for the 
two sides of concrete panels .cast in the proposed method. If ·a differ-
ence were noted, it would restrict the test procedures and make compu7' 
tations of the stiffness factor, and the computed performance of the 
panels, more difficult to. det~rmine. 
Twelve panels were cast to determine finishing effects on .. the stiff-
ness and .strength of·panels, and effects of E , in bending. Six of the 
c 
panels cast were duplicates of the proposed "standard" panel, six No. 10 
wires in a 1. 35 in. deep by 8 .1 in~ wide by 24 in. long panel. Six more 
panels, with the same dimensions but with no reinforcement,. were also 
cast. Concrete used was the ,same mix proposed for the test panels. The 
panels were cast in plastic ·lined wood fo.rms, the concrete. vibrated and 
rodded in to place, and finished with a steel trowel'. The panels were 
cured in the forms using wet burlap sac~ing and a plastic cover for 4· 
days prior to. removal. They were then moist cured for the remainder of 
the 28 days. 
The depth of each panel was measured to determine the actual thick-
ness of.the center third section. This would be the region of uniform 
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maximutn stress when loaded. The pan~ls were then divided into two 
groups, each group containing three reinforced panels and three non-
reinforced panels. Two batches of concrete had been used to cast the 
panels so a selection was made to include at ,least one, panel from each 
mix in the reinforced and unreinforced panels of each group of six. 
Strain gages were then.installed on the form side of one group of six 
panels and on.the troweled side of the other group of panels. The pur-
pose of the strain gages was to measure compressive strain of the panels 
under bending stress. Strain measurements were not made on .the tensile 
side of .the panels. 
The panels were loaded at third points with increment loads of ap-
proximately 100 lb. Load measurements were made with a load.cell in the 
load link.age. After each load increment was applied, measurements of 
load, strain and deflection at the centerline of each panel were read· 
and recorded. · No effort waa made to maintain a specific loacl rate. All 
panels were loaded.to failure. 
Results. of tb.e tests of the 12 panels are shown, in Table XIX• Un-
reinforced panels failed when compressive strain exceeded 250 micro-
inches. per in., with one exception that failed at 242 microinches per 
in. strain. Of the six reinforced panels tested, strain gage bonding 
failures occurred in three panels. Strain recorded for the three panels 
with operative strain gages showed initiation of cracking at approxi-
mately 250 microinches per in, strain.on the c0mpression face of the 
panel, 
Slight variations in deflection are shown for the six unreinforced 
panels te.sted~ This -is. primarily due to slight .variations in the panel. 
thicknesses. Thickensaes of panels, deflection at 400 lb_. load, and 
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TABLE XIX· 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TWELVE PAN~LS FOR 
PRELIMINARY TESTS FOR E FOR CONCRETE 
c 
Panel Wires Depth E, psi Deflection Ult. load lb. Side 
Number No. in. 10-:6 in. at 400 lb. loaded* 
1 0 1.424 4.24 0.0129 636 F 
2 0 1.394 . 3.86 0.0131 595 F 
3 0 1.425 4.24 0.0114 699 F 
4 0 1.413 3.86 0.0127 601 T 
5 0 1.392 4.24 0.0126, 580 T 
6 0 1.408 3.86 0.0120 619 T 
7 6 1.393 4.24 0.0139 848 T 
8 6 1.373 4.24 0.0147 867 T 
9 6 1.433 3.86 0.0130 981 F 
10 6 1.384 3.86 0.0134 1,267 F 
11 6 1.424 4.24 0.0116 859 F 
12 6 1~445 3.86 0.0133 1,161 T 
* F signifies form side loaded in. compression, .T for troweled side 
loaded in compression. 
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ultimate loads for each panel are shown in Table VI. Similar variations' 
were also noted for the reinforced panels. Two panels, Nos. 10 and 12, 
failed at 1,267 and 1,161 lb. load respectively, compared to 848 to 981 
lb. ultimate load for the.other: four reinforced panels. 
A statistical·ana,lysis was conducted to deter.mine if form effects 
were present. The panels were t~sted for variance in deflection.at th~ 
400 lb. load for all panels and at.ultimate.load for the two groups of 
panels, nonreinforced and reinforced. Differences in.deflection between 
the reinforce.d panels. tested with the form side in compression and the 
reinforced panels tested .with the finished, or troweled, side in com-
press ion were found to be not significant .at ,the 0. 95 confidence level.. 
Similar results were obtained with the analysis of ultimate .load data. 
Based on.the above results, it wa~ assumed that no significant differ-
ence.existed in E between the form side and the finished side of con-
e 
cret;:e panels cast when.treated and cured as proposed for this experiment~ 
APPENDIX B 
CONJUGATE BEAM THEORY -. 
The conjugate bea.m method, or elastic. weights·, was selected fo.r use 
in this st.udy because it was convenient· for determination of deflection 
of simple beams with large. variations in ._EI, as, would· oc~ur in cracked 
sections.of thin, concrete beams •. This method of deflection determina-
tion of beams is closely related . to the moment area method and is an . 
analogue application in beam mechanics. 
One objectives of this-study was to determine. the relationship 
between deflection and spacing of reinforcement ·for simple, reinforced· 
concrete beams in flexure. If a proximity effect exists, a theroetical 
equation could be developed to predict increased stiffness as a function 
of reinforcement.spacing~ A single, representative deflE!.c~ion, the de-
flection at the center of the span, was sele·ct.ed to dete.rmine re::!.ative 
stiffn~ss of reinforced panels for specific loads. 
A real beam, loaded at the. third points, and the conjugate beam for 
computing deflection,. are shown .. in ·Figure 37. The M/EI diagram from the 
real beam is shown .loaded on.the side of the conjugate beam corresponding 
to.the compression side of the real beam. Their relationships are: 
1. The span of the conjugate beam is equal to. the span ._of ·the 
real beam. 
2. The load of the conjugate beam is the M/EI diagram: of the real· 
beam. 
.. ,_ 1 
p . p 
0 i t t 1b 
1. -1~ 1. .. 1~ .b. 3 . 3 3 
~---L---..,.. 
Real beam, load, P, at.third points. 
Leng.th = L. 
PL 
-A ;~ li w2 l  
~.b. .-I~ .b. ~I- 1-__.t 
R 3 3 3 R 
a b 1~ t .1 
Conjugate beam, Length = L, loaded 
with loads wl' w2 and w3. 
Figure 37. Real Beam and Conjugate Beam 
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3. The shear at any section of the conjugate beam is equal to the 
slope of the corresponding section of the real beam. 
4. The moment at . any section of the conjugate . beatn is equal to the .. 
deflection at.the corresponding section of the real beam. 
Deflection at the.center of the span for a simple beam loaded at 
the third points c~n be.computed for a beam with a ccin$tant section and 
modulus of.elasticity, El., by taking moments of the M/EI diagram about' 
the center of the beam. The change in _slope, e, from the su:pport'to the 
center of the span, or the slope of the real beam at .. the support~ will 
be equal to .the area of the M/EI diagram for one half the conjugate 
beam, or the shear.of the conjugate beam at the support. 
If we assume the load on the conjugate beam is equal to the area of 
the M/EI diagram for a beam loaded with load P at the third points, we . 
can then describe th.e load as; 
wl w3 
1 PL L· PL2 
.. = Z x 3Eix 1° = 18EI 
w2 
PL L PL2 
= 3EI x 3 = 9EI 
Therefore, the reactions, R, at each end of the conjugate beam will, be 
equal to: 
w2 
~ = ~. = wl f-2 
PL2 PL2 1 PL2 
= -f 9EI x 2 --18EI ·· 9EI 
and· the slope at·-~ in the real beam equals the shear in the conjugate 
beam, or; 
e PL
2 
= --9EI (3) 
The deflection at .the center line. of the real beam can be computed by 
taking the moment of the conjugate beam at the center line, or; 
M = PL
2 L (i"S x 12) .. 23PL2 648EI 
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Therefore, if the moment of the conjugate beam at the center line equals. 
the deflection of the real beam at the center line, 
fl = 
c 
23PL2 
648EI (4) 
The above equation, Equation 4, will be applicable for determining 
deflections at midspan for uncracked sections of .reinforced concrete 
beams only. Once.cracking occurs, the EI value in tqe vicinity of the 
crack will change due. to the neutral axis moving up and a reduced moment 
of inertia at the crack, and a new conjugate load will be applied to the 
conjugate beam. This will be applied to the conjugate beam for a dis-
tance equ_al to the. length tensile stress loss in the .concrete on ,either 
side of the crack~ In thin concrete sections., the magnitude of change 
of the conjugate load.may be quite large due to. the greatly reduced 
moment of inertia of the cracked.section. 
The load on the conjugate beam due to cracking of the real beam, 
W, is shown.in·Figure 38. Total load.on the conjugate beam will be the 
c 
initial ·load, the original M/EI diagram, plus the additional load due to 
cracking in excess of· the original magnitude of M/EI.. If tqe length .of 
tensile stress loss in the concr.ete is i, the additional conjugate load· 
due to cracking will be; 
where 
w 
c = 
PL PL 
R, (3EI - 3EI) 
c 
= 
PLi cL _ !.> 
3E I I 
c 
Wc = additional conjugate load due to crack, · 
(5) 
-..J2_!+ PL 
-3Elc 
We 
t 
~x~c 
Ra L 1~ 3 
t Jb 
....-1 
4.:._i-PL ~- 3Eic 
PL I 
rr(1-+l L '~c 
..I'. I I 
w2 
L 
3 
...... 
~ 
Conjugate beam for load due•to crack Conjugate beam for loaded, cracked real 
at c, x·distance from R • i = beam, crack at c, 
length of bond failure.a, 
Figure 38. Cracked Conjugate Beam 
I-' 
~. 
Vt 
~ • length of tensile stress loss in the concrete~ 
I • moment of ·inertia at cracked section. 
c 
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Deflection of the real beam at any location due to cracking will be 
equal to the moment of the co't'ljtl.gate beam at. that point due to the 
conjugate load due· to cracldng, or W • Since this study was primarily 
c 
interested·in,deflection at the center of the span, deflection at the 
center of ·the span can be computed by taking moments of .the conjugate 
beam at that·point. 
Moments at the center of the conjugate.beam can be computed by 
taking a free body of ,one-half ,of the conjugate beam and applying the 
basic laws of statics. 
Sum V = 0 
Sum H = 0 
Sum. M = 0 
The total load on the cracked beam will be the.conjugate load for 
the uncracked beam.plus the conjugate load due tQ cracking, or w1 I- w2 I-· 
w3 I- we. 
The reaction at the support, Ra'· for the conjugate load due to 
cracking, can be computed by taking the moments, due. to Wc, about. the. 
point b, where ~ = o. Therefore; 
where 
or, 
Sum~ = 0 
M. = R x L - W (L - x) 
-o a c. 
x = distance from R to the crack 
a· 
Substituting; 
(L - x) R = W 
a c L-
Moments at the.· center of the span due to load W caJ;l. now be computed 
c 
using the above value for R. , or; 
a 
M • R (L) - W (.!£ - x) 
cl a 2 c 2 
PL! (1 1) [(L ~ x) _ (L - 2x)·] 
= 3E ·1 - ·I 2 2 
c 
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(6) 
Therefore, if the deflection of the real beam is equal to the moment of 
the conjugate beam, the deflection due to cracking only will be; 
D. = PL! (~)(.!.._ _ .!_) 
cc 3E 2 I I 
c 
Total defelct;ion of ·the real beam at midspan will nqw be equal .to the 
sum of the moments of the uncracked conjugate beam plus the moment of 
the cracked conjugate beam due.to Wc' or: 
D. - D.fD. c cc 
3 23PL f PL! (~) (1_ _ .!_) 
648EI 3E 2 I I 
c 
Where two or more cracks occur in the center third of the real ~eam, 
(7) 
(8) 
deflection due tq these additipnal cracks. can be computed using the same 
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procedure~ In each case, x will be the distance measured from the 
nearest end of the real beam to the crack. The total x; or. the sum of 
the x's, can th;en be substituted.in the above equation since the deflec~ 
tion at the center will be dependent upon the distance from the center 
of the span.to the. cracks, irrespective of which side of the center line 
the cracks occur, or; 
23PL3 PLt 1 1 xl f 
= 648EI f 3E (r- - I)( 2 (9) 
c 
Total load on the real beam was measured and used for computations in 
the analysis of .the experiments. Therefore, the applied load at the 
third points was one-half the total load, or P/2. Substituting for the 
P value in the above equation~ computed deflections were: 
A = 23PL
3 
1296EI . 
for the uncracked beam, and 
A. = 
c 
for the cracked beam. 
3 . ~ 
23PL f PLt (.!._ _ .:!:..) (Ex) 
1296EI 6E I I 2 
c 
(10) 
(12) 
The above assumption is based on a rectangular shape·of the M/EI 
diagram f<;>r the cracked section of length t, or the effective length of 
tensile stress loss at a crack. The actual shape.of the M/EI diagram 
at. ,a crack would not· be a rectangular shape but~ since we can assume any 
shape for the elastic weight effective at the centroid, or at the crack, 
the rectangular shape is the most .conven±ent for computation. 
The length of tensile stress loss.at a crack was det¢rmined experi-
mentally for this analysis. The testing method.used to obtain an effec ... 
tive length, t, of three in. for No. 10 wire stresses at 55,000 to 
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70,000 psi is explained in Chapter IV, Theoretical Analysis, on page 
28. 
The values of the moment of inertia, I~ for cracked and uncracked 
sections of thin, reinforced concrete panels varied greatly, as pre-
viously stated. Illustrated are two reinforced panels,, 1.35 in. thick 
with six Nq. 10, wires at the center of tl).e panel. See Figure 39 and· 
Figure 40. Since. the reinfor.cement ,is located at the center of the 
panel, it will contribute little to the panel prior to cracking and can 
be ignored. It could also be ignored in, a thin section of uncracked 
concrete if it were not located at the center of the panel but were 
moved ·down to 0.35 inches from the bottom, providing one.inch of con-
crete above.the reinfqrcement~ If it were moved, the center of gravity, 
or the neutral axis of the panel, would onl)T move down 0.015 in. and 
the i.nc:r:ease in the value of moment of inertia would be negligible. 
8 .1 in. _______ _,""' 
Figure 39. Cross Section for Computing Moment of Inertia 
of an.Uncracked Panel 
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The·moment of it'l.et;tia for the above section would' be computed for 
a solid, rectangular panel, 
I • 3 4 1/12 bd • · 1.66 in,· 
All concrete above·. the neutral. axis is considered in compression artd 
all·cqncrete below the neutral axis is assumed to be tension, The wire, 
located at or near the neutral axis, allowing slight displacement during 
placing and t1;1mping of the , concr,ete, would conttibute. little or nothing, 
Once the panel has cracked, all concrete below the neutral axis.is 
assume~ cracked and will contribute, nothing to the moment of inertia, 
The momei;lt of .inertia for the cracked· panel can now be computed using 
the transformed section, assuming both'the. concrete an¢! the reinforce-
ment. are stte9sed .in the linear rangeand stresses have not exceeded· 
yield point. The.effective depth of the section is now D/2, with the 
reinforcement carrying all .tensile st;resses and the concrete carrying 
all compressive stresses •. Moment of ·inertia for the cracked section, 
using the ;transformed section method, will ·be; 
I = I f Ah2 
c 0 
where: 
= 
3 2 2 1/12,Bx- t Bx(x/2) {- nA (D/2(-x)) 
s 
x = computed distance· from compressive surface.to neutral axis 
using transformed section analysis. 
n = E IE = 6 for wire reinforcement, f' = 6, 000 psi. 
s c . c 
I = moment of inertia.of 'cracked section, 
c 
Therefore~ I = 0 .1327 in• 4 · 
c 
Figure 40. Cross S-ection for Compu.tmg Moment of Imrtia 
of a Cracbd PalO.lll 
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The value for the moment of inertia;) I,, fo:r the uncracked section 
will be approximately 12. 5 times as large a.s th& 11l.omen.t of iner·tia for 
the cracked section Ic .-~:::Since the :·stiffness ,of tne·:concret·e panels : . 
will be invenely proportional to !, the cracked panel will be 12.5 times 
more flexible over approximately th& length equal to the tensile stress 
loss in the concrete on. eitb&r side of ther~c:i:ack. 
The above value for 1 is. valid only for concrete in the linear 
c 
range of the stress-stra:tn r·elat:ionship. Therefore~ ~ conc.reta. mix with 
a linear stress-strata ratio would be needed for the above value to be 
valid over much of the test :range. 
An example of crack effect in deflection :S.s given in eh.e example 
problem below. Assume a l.35 in. thick concrete panel, s: .. l in. wide and 
24 in. long. The panel is reinforced with six (6) number 10 wire lo-
cated at the center of th~ panel. See Figure 8. 'l'he moment of inertia 
I, of the uncracked seCc,tion is l;66 in. 4 . The momEiut of inertia at a 
. .. 4 
crack, I , is 0 .132.7 in • ., Modulus of ,~lasticity of the concrete 
c 
5 x 106 psi. Modulus of elasticity ·Of the steel is 30 ~ ul psi. 
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Example: 
Compute. deflection at. the ,center of the span-,for a]30 pound tot~!· 
load~ = 3 inc4es; 
a) No crack,s ~ 
b) Cr a.ck. a1;: midspan,, x = 12 incQ.es •.. 
a) = 23PL
3 
= 1296EI, 
fl = O. 0269 in •. 
3 23 x 730 lb. x 24 x 24 x 24 in. 
1296 x.5 x 106 psi.~ 1~66 in. 4 
23PL3 PL 1 1 (I:x)· . 
b) c = 1296EI {- '6E Cy- - 1> -2 
c 
= /1 l-·730 lb. x 24 i~! x 3 in. 
6 x 4 .. x 10 ·psi 
(12 ~n.). 
= 0.0269 in! {- 0.0912·in. 
c.= 0•1181 inches. 
1 ( 4 
0.1327 in. ·. 
1 ) 
1.66 in. 4 
The. above exa.mple shows that the :midspan deflection due. to a crack . 
at midspan increases tot.al d~flection · 340 per. cent over . an uncracked 
section~ The abqve,computed deflections compare with actual.deflections 
of 0. 0228 in. and 0 .12.29 in. f~r mic1span d,eflections of Panel ZO for un-
cracked anc;l crack,ed CE;>ndi.tions · and a load· of 732 lb. The ac1;:ual. crack 
in Panel-20 also occurred at JD.idspan. 
APPENDIX C 
LOAD-DEFLECTION PLOTS, TEST PANELS 
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Figure 41. Load-Deflection Plots, Panels 1, 2 and 3 
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Figure 43. Load-Deflection Plots, Panels 7, 8 and 9 
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